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Welcome to the April 2017 edition of Heswall Magazine – a 
bi-monthly publication dedicated to Heswall and district.

The magazine is circulated free to homes in Heswall,  
Gayton, Pensby, Thingwall, Barnston, Brimstage, Irby, 
Thurstaston, Caldy and Thornton Hough. Additional copies 
are also available free of charge from Tesco, Heswall library 
and selected retailers, bars and other outlets. That’s a  
guaranteed circulation of 16,000 homes and businesses.

We welcome your views
Please let us know what you would like to see featured. If 
you enjoy reading Heswall Magazine please let your family 
and friends know: if not, let us know.

Heswall Magazine welcomes contributions relevant to the 
local community from readers and we invite you to send 
your stories and photographs to us:* 
editor@heswallmagazine.co.uk  
or by post to: Jon Bion, Editor, Heswall Magazine, 
Whitfield Buildings, 188-200 Pensby Road, Heswall,  
Wirral CH60 7RJ. Telephone: 07796 945745

For all other enquiries, including advertising, 
info@heswallmagazine.co.uk or telephone 
Mike on 07584 064288 or Jon on 07796 945745.



Are you tired of high costs and lengthy delivery times, or running 
out just when you really need to print? Look no further! 

AJ Computers can meet your requirements. We offer our  
business customers an efficient, no-fuss ordering system and 
you’ll get your order – big or small – delivered right to your door.  

We carry a large and varied range of inks and toners in store, to 
suit all levels of printing from small offices to larger companies 
operating multiple printers.

Also available in store we have quality copy paper sold by the 
ream or box that can also be delivered directly to your door.

Once you have completed your first order with us we will always 
have your required ink or toner in stock, then it’s only a phone 
call away to have it delivered to your door the same day.

Did we mention that with every ‘single’ toner cartridge ordered 
you get a FREE ream of paper. Even better, if you order a full 
set of colour toners you get FIVE free reams of paper – that’s a 
whole box full! 
So why not call us on 0151 348 7099 to discuss your 

business requirements and receive a 20% discount off  
your first order.

Are you a Local Business requiring 
Printer Inks, Toner or Paper?

Kettle Design would like to thank the readers of Heswall Magazine 
for the kind contributions about the history of what is now our  
new building.

Our opening evening in March was a great event and themed with 
milk-based cocktails to reflect some of the stories we had from you 
about fond memories of the Heswall Milk bar in the 1950s.

The building has had a pretty complete overhaul after being taken 
back to its shell, but we think it now looks amazing and hopefully 
you will too when you come in.

So don’t forget we offer lots of great services and products – from 
working drawings and 3D renders of your home designs, innovative 
and independent kitchen and bathroom design through to exclusive 
fabrics, wallpapers and paint. 

Value is as important to us as it is to you so we always price 
match any of our products to online retailers and we offer better 
value than many large department stores. See our ad on page 6.
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To find the answer to this question, and the benefits it offers to home owners, contact Parkgate 
on 0151 348 4111 or email: post@parkgatefs.co.uk or visit our website www.parkgatefs.co.uk

Oaktree Court Business Centre, Mill Lane, Ness, Neston CH64 8TP

There are conditions that homeowners need to meet before taking out any 
Retirement Lending plan:
•	 For	a	lifetime	mortgage	you	(and	your	partner)	need	to	be	at	least	 
 55 years old.
•	 For	a	Home	Reversion	Scheme	you	(and	your	partner)	need	to	be	at	 
 least 65 years old.
•	 You	must	own	property	in	the	UK.
•	 The	property	must	be	your	main	residence.
•	 If	you	have	dependants	living	with	you,	it	is	important	to	speak	to	an	 
 adviser for more information as lending into retirement may not be suitable.
The money released must immediately be used to pay off any existing 
mortgage	or	loan	secured.	You	are	then	free	to	use	whatever	money	is	left	
over for your other financial needs.
Your	property	must	be	in	a	reasonable	condition	and	over	a	certain	value.	
There may also be restrictions on the type of property accepted.
There may be penalties for the early repayment of the mortgage, except 
when this occurs due to admission to a nursing or residential home, or in 
the event of your death.
Mortgage products from the whole of the market are available and at Parkgate 
we have financial experts qualified to offer advice and guidance. We will  
discuss options and recommend the appropriate plan for your needs with full 
explanations in order to assist decision making. Parkgate are also members 
of the Equity Release Council, and as such, agree to uphold the continued 
development and application of high standards to the Retirement Lending 
market. With this in mind we have also negotiated competitive legal costs 
with Kirwans Solicitors, specialists in the Retirement Lending market.
Your	home	may	be	repossessed	if	you	do	not	keep	up	repayments	on	your	
mortgage. Early repayment charges may apply during the fixed rate period. 
Parkgate FS are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 
To understand the features and risks of lifetime mortgages and home  
reversion scheme ask for a personalised illustration. There will be a fee for 
the advice The precise amount will depend upon your circumstances.
Parkgate FS have a qualified team of expert Lending into Retirement 
advisers waiting for your call.
Contact us on 0151 348 4111 or post@parkgatefs.co.uk for the best 
possible advice.

Oaktree Court Business Centre, Mill Lane, Ness, Neston CH64 8TP

A Guide to Lending into Retirement
As a homeowner, you may have seen the value of your property increase 
over the years. Retirement Lending is the process that allows you to release 
equity from your home in order to generate a cash lump sum, income, or both.
You could assist your children/grandchildren, improve your lifestyle, 
pay off a mortgage, consolidate debt, generate more income, or 
even move house!
There are two main types of plans available: Lifetime Mortgage and  
Home Reversion.

Lifetime Mortgage Plan
With a Lifetime Mortgage Plan, you take out a loan based on the value of 
your	home.	You	keep	full	ownership	of	your	property.	The	loan,	together	
with any interest, is repaid when your home is sold. This is usually when 
you need to move into long-term residential care, or after your death.
Reputable schemes offer the ‘no negative equity guarantee’ which means 
that the repayment will never exceed the value of your property.
Alternatively, interest-only lifetime mortgages are also available. With this plan, 
you repay the interest on the loan which means that the original mortgage 
balance will remain exactly the same for the lifetime of the mortgage.
Some providers will offer a ‘drawdown’ facility. This allows you to take 
smaller amounts as you need to, rather than a lump sum at the start.

Home Reversion Plan
There is an alternative scheme, which is a ‘Home Reversion Plan’. This  
requires you to lose the ownership of your home or a percentage of it. 
These plans are not as preferential as the Lifetime Mortgage Plans.

USE YOUR HOME TO YOUR ADVANTAGE

Retirement Specialist 
Advisers
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How is it done?  

The individual is guided by a trained therapist and enters into a 
deeply relaxed state, during which the person being treated is the 
one who is in control of the session. They are enabled to explore 
the part of their mind that holds the answers, which they may 
or may not be aware were there. Working with the therapist they 
understand, heal, and eliminate the root cause of the issues that 
prevent them from living the life they want.

Kathy Curnan is the only personally trained Marisa Peer therapist 
in the North West of England. She has had great success with 
people suffering from low self-esteem, causing them issues that 
impact on their relationships, weight problems, and anything that 
negatively affects their life. Kathy says: “It is a humbling experience 
to realise I have empowered people to be free of their issues.”

Why everybody needs to know about it!

Rapid Transformational Therapy (RTT) is a revolutionary 
hybrid therapy, which has until recently only been available 
to royalty and celebrities. It incorporates the most effective 
parts of neurolinguistics, psychotherapy, cognitive behavioural 
therapy (CBT) and hypnotherapy. RTT was created by Marisa 
Peer, who over the last thirty years has used it to great  
effect across the world.

It is an amazingly swift and powerful method that allows the  
person being treated to let their conscious mind take a ‘back seat’, 
enabling them to communicate effectively with their subconscious. 
This means they can eliminate those fears and stumbling blocks in 
their life that are causing them problems. Removing these worries 
allows the person being treated to regain control of their life.

What Is Rapid Transformational Therapy?

If you would like the rest of your life to be the best of your life, or to know more 
about this remarkable therapy, look at Kathy’s website at www.kathycurnan.co.uk  

You can also email kathycurnan@aol.com, or phone on 0151 666 1532.

I will change your Self Doubt to Self Worth! 

Because you are worth it
Have you tried everything but found  

nothing works for you?

My Rapid Transformational Therapy will 
heal your life, by getting  your mind to work 

for you, and not against you.

What’s more, not only do I achieve great  
success but I specialise in doing it quickly,  

usually in one session and rarely more than two.

Contact Kathy Curnan on 0151 666 1532
Email: kathycurnan@aol.com

Website: www.kathycurnan.co.uk

“Kathy not only changed  
my life, she saved my life”

Lyn Scott, Bromborough

“Kathy turned my life around”
Nigel Anderson, Birkenhead
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Gillian Blair is a professional classical saxophonist with an ever-growing 
list	of	accolades.	She	has	won	the	International	Young	Musician	
competition at the Llangollen Eisteddfod and many other competitions, 
and has performed at many prestigious venues and festivals,  
including the BBC Proms, the Royal Festival Hall in London, the 
Bridgewater Hall in Manchester, and the Liverpool Philharmonic Hall.

Gillian grew up in Heswall and went to St Peter’s Primary School 
where she began learning the saxophone, aged nine, having been  
inspired to start lessons after attending a concert of the Wirral 
Schools’ Big Band. She then attended West Kirby Grammar and 
was a member of the Wirral Schools’ Big Band and Concert Band. 
At the age of 16 she began her studies at the Junior Royal Northern 
College of Music in Manchester on Saturdays. Most recently, she 
has obtained a First Class Honours degree and a Master’s degree 
with Distinction from the Royal Northern College of Music where she 
studied from 2010 to 2016.

Although her performances take her all over the country and 
abroad, she has never forgotten her roots. For the last two years 
Gillian has organised a series of concerts in Heswall featuring young 
talent from the North West, and she is now returning to entertain 
us again. This time she will present an exciting evening of music for 
saxophone and piano with her accompanist David Gibson. This  
varied recital will include works by Béla Bartók, Olivier Messiaen, 
Mark-Anthony Turnage, George Gershwin and many more.
Proceeds	from	this	concert	will	go	towards	Heswall	Youth	 

Fellowship’s	mission	trip	to	Uganda	in	July	2017	in	conjunction	 
with the Rock of Joy Trust.

Please join us for a sociable evening of good music and good wine 
for a good cause.
Thursday 20th April 7.30pm at Heswall United Reformed Church 
Tickets £10 from 0151 342 7387 or www.rockofjoy.co.uk/news

Concert Series returns

Wirral Ramblers
Wirral Ramblers offer beautiful countryside walks in areas such as 
Wales,	Yorkshire,	the	Lakes	and	the	Peak	District.	Choose	from	a	
variety of levels from beginner to experienced. All you need are a 
good pair of walking boots and lots of enthusiasm! Come along, 
make new friends and enjoy our beautiful countryside. 
For more information contact Linda Starkey 07518971074 or  
Sarah Head 07515254995 or visit www.wirralramblers.org.uk
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ParkgateFest will take place on the weekend of 3rd and 4th 
June 2017 in fields next to Marsh Nurseries in Boathouse 
Lane, Parkgate, Cheshire.

Organised and run by local residents and traders, it will celebrate 
and promote the uniqueness and heritage of Parkgate – Cheshire’s 
only coastal village – and its wonderful community.

Over two days, visitors to ParkgateFest will enjoy live music from 
new, established and tribute artistes; classic cars and steam 
engines; stalls run by traders from Parkgate and The Parade and 
beyond; exhibitors; competitions; a children’s entertainment area; 
Champagne, beer and gin marquee; street food stalls and much, 
much more.

Truly a weekend for all the family, it is envisaged that ParkgateFest 
will become an annual event, with proceeds supporting projects 
under the ‘Vision for Parkgate’ banner.

If you are interested in performing, or would like to book a 
stall or sponsor the event in any way, please email:  
parkgatefest@gmail.com



Angela Hesketh, Head of Residential 
Property at Lees Solicitors, discusses  
the Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT) on  
second homes.

SDLT is the tax you must pay if you buy 
property or land which costs over a certain 
price in England, Wales and Northern Ireland 
(different	tax	payable	in	Scotland).

What is the 3% SDLT surcharge?

The new rates apply to anyone in England 
and Wales buying properties other than their 
main residence by applying a higher rate 
of duty for any property over £40,000. The 
rates of SDLT are:

1. 3% instead of 0% on a property costing  
 £40,000 up to £125,000

2. 5% rather than 2% on properties costing  
 £125,000 – £250,000

3. 8% rather than 5% on properties costing  
 £250,000 – £925,000

4. 13% instead of 10% on properties  
 costing £925,000 – £1.5 million

5. 15% instead of 12% on properties  
 over £1.5 million 

The higher rates took effect from 1st April 2016. 

What is a ‘Second Home’?
Basically, this is any property that is not  
your main residence, so it would include  
Buy-to-Let portfolios, holiday homes and 
properties purchased by parents on behalf  
of their children.

How are the rules applied to spouses, 
civil partners and joint purchasers?

Generally the Government treats people 
falling within these categories as a single 
unit with the effect that homes owned by 
either partner are taken into account on the 
purchase of another property. 

Who has to pay it?

Post-2016 anybody buying a second home, 
subject to very restricted exemptions, will be 
subject to the inflated tax rate.

The one saving grace is that if you are a  
Buy-to-Let investor or holiday home owner 
and you sell your own main residence and  
replace it with another, it will not be classed 
as a second home and you will pay the  
normal lower rate of tax.

Please note that this article is only a brief 
summary of some of the consequences of 
the imposition of higher rates of SDLT.  
It is essential to get professional advice  
because SDLT is subject to some  
complicated regulations.

Stamp Duty Land Tax on second homes
Professional Service
Lees understand that moving house 
can be stressful and will provide you 
with expert, professional and efficient 
legal advice, ensuring that, whatever 
your property transaction, it will be as 
smooth as possible.

What Lees Solicitors can do for you…

•	 Three	local	offices	to	choose	from;

 Heswall 0151 342 6273,

 West Kirby 0151 625 9364

 Birkenhead 0151 647 9381

•	 Heswall	office	is	open	on	a	Saturday	 
	 (book	for	an	appointment)

•	 Law	Society’s	Conveyancing	Quality	 
	 Scheme	(‘CQS’)	accredited

•	 Visit	www.lees.co.uk/move	and	use	 
 the online calculator for an instant  
 conveyancing quote

If you are looking to buy, sell or  
remortgage, Lees Solicitors can 
help. Contact the team at one of the  
offices to book an appointment, or,  
to chat through your options, call  
0800 387 927 or visit the website  
www.lees.co.uk/move

Angela Hesketh
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It’s been exactly 50 years since the famous Summer of Love 
and the city at its epicentre – Liverpool – is celebrating with 
50 Summers of Love, a season of over 60 specially curated 
cultural, artistic and musical events featuring two newly  
announced shows: Gary Numan and Brian Wilson. 

These two prestigious shows take place back to back at the  
brand-new, state-of-the-art Exhibition Centre Liverpool on Thursday 
27 and Friday 28 July. 

Headlining Thursday is the father of British synth-pop, Gary Numan. 
Having torn up the pop rulebook with the Tubeway Army, it was the 
launch of his seminal album The Pleasure Principle and Numan’s 
solo	career	that	really	pioneered	the	UK	electronic	scene	inspiring	a	
new wave of artists across the globe to experiment and embrace a 
radical new sound.    

Having just signed a brand-new record deal with BMG, and with a 
new album in the works, his show will be a celebration of his epic 
career spanning almost 40 years and a jaw-dropping 21 studio albums, 
not to mention the promise of some new material. With Liverpool 
one	of	only	two	UK	dates	this	year,	it’s	a	unique	chance	to	catch	the	
maestro on the cusp of another incredible chapter in his career.  
Support	comes	from	original	Ultravox	frontman	and	avant-garde	

electronic hero John Foxx with his exciting current project John Foxx 
and The Maths. 

Playing on Friday, and needing no introduction whatsoever, is 
original Beach Boy, Brian Wilson. Famed for illuminating the 60s 
with an infectious blend of pop, psychedelia, complex melodies and 
tight harmonies, Brian Wilson directed the Beach Boys away from 
generic	surf	stalemate	to	the	soaring	pop/rock	masterpiece	that	is	
Pet Sounds. This is the album that changed the rules of popular 
music forever and influenced every musician who heard it, including 
The Beatles.  
With	only	three	shows	scheduled	in	the	UK	this	year	and	both	

London and Sheffield already sold out, this is the very last chance to 
see Pet Sounds performed live by the great man himself. As an extra 
parting gift this last performance will include a very special rare cuts 
and greatest hits finale. This show is literally unmissable. 

In support is Beach Boys co-founder Al Jardine and The Flames 
and latterly Beach Boys singer and guitarist Blondie Chaplin. 

Tickets are now available from the following websites:  
www.exhibitioncentreliverpool.com  www.echoarena.com   
www.seetickets.com  www.ticketmaster.co.uk
Heswall Magazine has a pair of tickets for Brian Wilson’s Pet 
Sounds on 28th July 2017 up for grabs. For your chance to win, 
answer the following question:

In which city were The Beach Boys formed?
Send your answer by email to: editor@heswallmagazine.co.uk 
or by post to: Ticket Competition, Heswall Magazine, Whitfield  
Business Hub, 184-200 Pensby Rd, Heswall, Wirral CH60 7RJ.

Closing date Friday 29th April 2017. Remember to include your full address and contact number.

Brian Wilson and Gary Numan 
announce Liverpool shows

My	name	is	Paul	King	and	I	live	in	Pensby.	You	may	have	seen	me	
on the latest ‘Sponsor A Puppy’ TV advert for The Guide Dogs for the 
Blind Association, or read my regular blogs in The Huffington Post.
Until	I	was	49	I	lived	a	normal	life	with	my	wife	Elaine	and	our	four	

children. I owned my own business in Heswall, and enjoyed lots of 
hobbies – especially walking on Heswall beach near where I live. This 
all changed when suddenly I completely lost my sight, virtually over-
night. Due to an accident as a child I had a prosthetic eye, which 
had not deterred me or restricted my life in any way, but suddenly, 
eight years ago, a detached retina caused me to lose all my vision. 

This meant I was no longer able to drive – I lost my business, my 
home and my confidence. The world became a scarier place and I 
couldn’t go out on my own.

Last year I contacted Guide Dogs for the Blind; they assessed me 
and placed me on the waiting list for my own guide dog. After six 
months, in August last year, they chose me to appear in their latest 
campaign and TV advertisement. I agreed and allowed the film  
crew to film me in my home – I really enjoyed the experience, as  
did the neighbours!

 In January this year I was matched with Oscar, my very first guide 
dog. Oscar has literally changed my life. He has opened up the world 
for me again and given me my independence back.

I love being able to visit Heswall shops again and Oscar is a regular 
visitor to our wonderful cafe’s, especially Costa and Otto’s for breakfast! 

If you see me out and about, do please feel free to say hello and 
give Oscar a stroke. I have even picked up my guitar again, much to 
Oscar’s amazement who even tries to sing along!

These amazing partnerships with guide dogs like Oscar are only 
made possible by the generous support of people like you. The 
charity does not receive any government financial support and each 
guide dog costs on average £50,000 from birth to retirement.

Visit their website at www.guidedogs.org.uk for all the  
information on their wonderful work and to see the puppies 
waiting to be sponsored. 

Pensby resident Paul King 
tells readers about his 
sudden sight loss and 

how his life has changed
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JAMES DERBY
SALVAGE & RE-CYCLING

MERSEYSIDE POLICE
APPROVED SCRAP DEALER

FULLY LICENCED – ALL VEHICLES 
WANTED £300 TO £5,000

0151 650 0666
0151 647 2000

Richard Colley of R&J Travel started a local taxi firm in 1970 and 
was driving a Hackney cab at the same time. He stayed in the 
taxi business until 1987 when he bought his first 16-seater bus.

Richard told Heswall Magazine: “I worked day and night on 
local	service	work	(272),	Little	Neston	and	Heswall	to	Arrowe	
Park, along with special needs school runs in the morning and 
afternoon and then private hire at night, such as nightclubs, 
weddings and airport runs.

“Since then I have been joined by my daughter, son-in-law 
and grandson, and we have progressed to a lovely fleet of 15 
coaches. Our private hire fleet are all beautiful Mercedes, which 
are cleaned and polished before every trip.

“The Mercedes range in size from 16-seater – with or  
without	luggage	spaces	(20	cases),	through	19,	24,	26,	29	
and 33-seaters. These coaches are used for holidays, airports, 
school days out, WI and other ladies’ groups, weddings, golf 
trips, sports days out and Masonic nights.

“All our drivers are CRB and DBS checked and are dressed 
in smart uniform and, of course, all have mobile phones and 
satnavs. Many of the coaches have PA systems on board, so you 
can have a running commentary as you glide along.

“Potential customers are welcome to inspect the coaches at 
any time – just call Jane on 0151 648 4206 and she will be 
happy to assist you.”

R&J Travel are located at Unit 10 Arrowe Commercial Park, 
Arrowe Brook Road, Wirral, CH49 1SX – right next to the old 
Champion Spark Plugs factory by Arrowe Park hospital.  
Telephone 0151 648 4206.

How R&J Travel started

• Day Trips
• Theatre
• Bowling
• School Days Out

• School Contracts
• Sports Trips
• Pensioners groups
• Weddings

• Golf Outings
• Day at the Races
• Holiday Feeders
• And more...

R&J TRAVEL
THE TRAVEL SPECIALISTS

We are a family run organisation with a 
reputation built on providing an efficient, friendly, 

safe and reliable service. We pride ourselves on 
our excellent safety and maintenance record.

Telephone: 0151 648 4206
Email: Jane-jenkins@sky.com • Website: www.randjtravelwirral.co.uk
R&J Travel, Unit 10 Arrowe Commercial Park, Arrowe Brook Road, Wirral, CH49 1SX

16 – 33 SEATERS

Thomson, 131 Telegraph Road Heswall CH60 OAF
0151 342 8171 • heswall@thomson-shop.co.uk

Thomson Heswall is celebrating 25 years of serving the local community of Heswall.
We have seven dedicated staff with over 100 years of valuable travel knowledge.  

Over the years the shop and the team have won many awards from  
Manager of the Year, Assistant Manager of the Year, Travel Advisor of the Year  

and most recently Shop and Region of the Year.
Karen Campbell and William Roscoe are the management in the store and  

between them they have travelled to nearly every corner of the world.
The team are experts in all aspects of travel with Cruise a particular speciality.

We put our customers at the heart of everything we do, and 98% of customers say 
they would recommend us to family and friends.  Please come along this year to  

join in the celebrations and we look forward to making many memories.

Book from the 20th April 2017 to secure your Memorable holiday for 2018.
• 1,000s of free child places • Low deposits for early bookers.
• Cruise on one of Tui’s newest cruise ships from Southampton.
• All inclusive offers on many of our other cruise ships.
• Local flights from Liverpool & Manchester.
• Group savings available.
• Wedding and honeymoon specialist in store.
• Left it late for summer 2017? We still have savings to many destinations.
• Competitive rates on foreign currency.

“Think Travel, Think Tui Heswall”

DVLA ON-LINE DESTRUCTION 
ON EVERY SCRAP VEHICLE

1 HOUR COLLECTION
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Concept Mortgages Limited have opened their new office on  
Telegraph Road in Heswall, having previously been working 
from an office on Pensby Road.

The new offices were previously used by a well-known Chinese 
restaurant ‘Sangs’ before Concept Mortgages purchased the  
building in the summer of 2016, which was in a state of  
considerable disrepair. Six months later and after a complete  
“back to brick” refurbishment, Concept Mortgages opened their 
doors to friends, family, colleagues and clients for an opening  
event in aid of Claire House Children’s Hospice.

Almost 100 people turned out for the event which had balloon 
creations and face painting for the children and plenty of fizz for 
the mums and dads! A raffle was held on the night and £305 was 
raised for a very worthy cause. Claire Bear was very pleased!

Concept Mortgages Independent Mortgage Advisers was started  
in 2006 by Managing Director Christian Coventry who has worked  
in the finance and property sector for over 20 years. Concept 
Mortgages are a team of five: Christian and Nicola Coventry, Mark 
Williamson, Michelle Hawthorne and Helen Sullivan who between 
them arrange circa £60 million of mortgage per year, which they 
expect to see increase over the coming years.

Although Concept Mortgages have a large client base on the  
Wirral,	they	regularly	assist	clients	from	Manchester,	Yorkshire,	 
London and beyond. Specialising in Mortgages, Remortgages,  
Buy-to-let Investment, Secured Lending and Bridging Finance.

If you are thinking about moving or re-mortgaging then 
feel free to pop into their office for a chat, or call on 
01513423084 where we will be only too happy to help.

Concept Mortgages open new office

43 Telegraph Road, Heswall, Wirral CH60 0AD
Tel: 0151 342 3084 • www.conceptmortgages.co.uk

Your home may be at risk if  you do not keep up repayments on your mortgage. Concept Mortgages may charge a fee dependent on your circumstances. This fee will typically be £399.

Mark	Williamson	and	Christian	Coventry	(Managing	Director)	with	Claire	Bear
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These photos taken at Dale Farm show how the Old Barn looked 
years ago, and how this area looks today at the farm. The Old Barn 
was built by James Barlow Senior. Mr Barlow was the very first 
owner of Dale Farm. He built the barn in 1834, along with the  
original farmhouse which stood just opposite. When the McGrath 
family bought the farm from the Barlow family in 1920, is has been 
said they used it for storage. Next to the Old Barn stood a pigpen – 
that is long gone, but that’s for another story. 

The Old Barn was finally demolished in the very early 1990s and 
the whole area was cleared. The original sandstone from the barn 
was saved and has been turned into a lovely rockery garden, as you 
can see from the other photo. The story goes that the firm who  
demolished it wanted to keep the sandstone, but this wasn’t allowed 
and thankfully the remains have been saved and used again.

In the next article about Dale Farm, I have a story about a family 
who lived for a few months during the winter of 1964 in the holiday 
bungalow cottage while their own house was being built. 

Mark Kinnish tells readers about 
the Old Barn at Dale Farm

Novices and mature  
learners encouraged

PC, laptop or tablet (including iPad)
One-to-one lessons in your own home

Gift vouchers – a perfect  
gift for grandparents

Home Computer Tutor

Sue Freeman
0151 648 2955
info@computertutor.biz

Thornton Hough Community Trust Ltd is a charity established in 
1999 just prior to the death of the last Lord Leverhulme. It was 
created to preserve and enhance his legacy of the model village of 
Thornton Hough. The Trust now finds itself embarking on protecting 
that legacy. Recently, Leverhulme Estates and Strutt & Parker have 
joined forces with a developer – English Care Villages Ltd – to jointly 
develop and build a Continuing Care Retirement Village at the  
gateway to the village. 

At the moment this development is at the proposal stage and no 
planning application has been submitted; however, as a measure of 
the seriousness of the development a two-day public exhibition has 
already taken place with staff of English Care Villages, Leverhulme 
Estates and Strutt & Parker in attendance to discuss the proposals 
and offer an opportunity to view the plans.

If planning permission should be granted this development would 
potentially increase the population of the village by one-third, bringing 
with it associated difficulties. The identified site is a 5.5 hectare 
agricultural field set in the heart of green belt land and immediately 
adjacent to the conservation area of Thornton Hough, in fact a 
small part of the development encroaches into the conservation 
area. The area is also designated by Wirral Borough Council as an 
‘Area of Special Landscape Value’. The development will be adjacent 
to the local primary school, which, according to Ofsted, is an  
outstanding school which is consistently oversubscribed.

Thornton Hough is described as the jewel in Wirral’s crown, 
attracting many visitors throughout the year; it offers something 
unique with its black and white houses set around the village green 
with its own cricket pitch, football pitch and recently refurbished 
children’s play area.

Although over 40 per cent of Wirral land has a designation of 
‘Green Belt’, there is no shortage of sites that would benefit from 
regeneration and development without stealing into Green Belt  
land – unfortunately we don’t make that commodity any more so  
it is prudent for us to protect it for future generations. The  
proposal under discussion – the provision and development of a 
Continuing Care Retirement Village – would fit perfectly within a 
regeneration project.

A statement by Thornton Hough 
Community Trust Ltd regarding  

the proposed Retirement Village

The field in question at Hill Top Farm at the entrance to the village from Clatterbridge side. 
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Hello everybody, I’m Ian Waring, BSc (Hons), MSHAA, RHAD and I 
own and run Hearing Expert.

Even though I’ve been working in audiology on the Wirral for over 20 
years, I am only now celebrating the first anniversary of our new clinic 
in Greasby. It’s incredible to think we’ve been open just over a year. Of 
course, given the large number of people we’ve helped over the years in 
the Wirral, it seems like a lot longer, while at the same time it feels like 
we opened just last week!  

The clinic is gaining momentum and this year we’ve started to get 
recommendations for wax removal from some doctors who have heard 
about us from their patients. This is just the type of endorsement we 
are looking for.  

Among our patients have been two doctors whom we’ve successfully  
fitted with cutting-edge hearing instruments. Both wanted hearing 
instruments that work well in complicated listening environments,  
but – equally importantly – they have to be very, very discreet.  
In	both	cases	I	opted	for	the	Canadian	manufacturer,	Unitron,	and	

showed our patients the ‘Moxi Now’ range. These are 14% smaller than 
any other hearing instrument in the world and after a demonstration of 
how they sound and look, I had two happy patients. We’ve got 14% off 
the price of this range throughout April and May.  

We’re also holding three Open Days sponsored by the American  
company, Starkey. These will be on the 18th, 19th and 20th April. 
They’re a generous bunch at Starkey and have offered a 20% discount 
off ‘Muse’, their newest range of hearing instruments.  

In attendance will be Trevor Bridge, one of their top technical guys. 
I’ve worked with Trevor before and his digital programming expertise is 
available to you at no charge during the three-day event.  
So,	if	you	want	to	see	for	yourself	just	how	tiny	the	Unitron	Moxi	Now	

really is… or would like to hear what the Starkey Muse range can do for 
you… or just have a chat about improving your hearing... give me a call 
on 0151 676 9993, and I’ll do my best to help. 

Remember HEAR BETTER… LIVE BETTER

Hearing Expert

Monday 22nd May 2017
Heswall Friends of the Philharmonic  

present another of their popular recitals  
at St Peter’s Centre, Heswall Lower Village.

The Pixels Ensemble
Sophie Rosa (Violin) • Alex Halladay (Cello) • Ian Buckle (Piano)

All members of the Royal Liverpool 
Philarmonic Orchestra and will play Baroque 

Chamber Music by Purcell, Corelli, Vivaldi etc

Tickets £7
Available from Linghams Bookshop

Alan Bradshaw on 342 3587
and on the door.

Refreshments from 1.30pm and concert starts at 2pm

Proceeds go to the Liverpool Philharmonic  
‘Love Music from the First Note’ appeal.

Sunday 14th May 2017
10am till 3pm

We hope to see you there
Dale Farm, 51 Oldfield Rd, Heswall, Wirral CH60 6SN

Dale Farm Plant Sale
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At Harding Motor Company we stock mainly 
one private owner low mileage cars with full 
service history at highly competitive prices
Home demonstrations a pleasure. Generous part exchange  

allowances. Finance is available subject to status

Should you require a specific vehicle we specialise in  
sourcing cars for many of our customers at the right price

Fully equipped onsite workshop with skilled technicians  
servicing and repairs to all makes at reasonable cost.

Mot testing station offering free local collection and  
delivery or courtesy cars are available upon request.

Harding Motor Company Limited
0151 336 3965 • www.hardings4cars.co.uk    

Boathouse Lane, Parkgate

We buy cars with no admin fees the price we offer is the price we will pay.

The Harding Motor Company is a family concern. Founding Director, 
Steve Harding has over four decades of experience within the motor 
industry. They are rightly proud of their long-serving staff, some of 
whom have been with the company since 1993 when it opened, 
and the business is still at its original location in Boathouse Lane, 
Parkgate. Over time, they have built an enviable reputation for  
supplying quality, well-prepared, fully serviced, mainly one-owner 
used cars at the right price, combined with first-class after-sales 
care and warranty.

Steve told Heswall Magazine: “We have a reputation for  
treating our customers with absolute integrity. We have up to  
100 low-mileage one-owner cars with full service history. Many 
motorists are confused as to what to buy – whether it should be 
petrol, diesel, electric or hybrid. It all depends on each customer’s 
needs and we are happy to discuss and advise what suits you best.”

Steve continued: “Our competitive pricing policy and generous 
part-exchange prices ensure we are comparable with any other 
company. Many dealers now charge a buyer fee when you buy or 
sell a car, but we never will. We are also happy to offer home  
demonstration or test drives.”

In the event that Hardings don’t hold your vehicle of choice in 
stock, their sourcing department will be happy to assist in locating  
a suitable car to your specific requirements without any obligation 
for you to purchase. 

Hardings’ Service Department has a fully equipped workshop with 
highly qualified technicians and an MOT testing station. They offer 
free local pickup and return, and courtesy cars are available.

With a vast array of reputable industry contacts, including main 
dealers and major companies, Hardings can offer a choice of literally 
thousands of cars available at any one time. They can also arrange 
finance, subject to status and are a Black Horse approved dealer.

Harding Motor Company
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Remodel Renovations offer a full range of home renovation 
services from plastering and joinery to knock through’s 
and extensions we can tailor our services to suit your 
building project.

We believe in full transparency of costs and work with our clients 
to bring projects to completion on time and within budget.
All our work is for domestic clients so often working in the 

family home can at times be intrusive for the client but we 
priorities our cleanliness and our project management to ensure 
the project is carried out in an organised, timely fashion without 
holdups and the site is always kept safe and tidy at all times.

Our full range of services include bathroom renovations, kitchen 
installations, plastering, joinery and all other aspects of general 
building, we have the skilled personnel to take on any project.
As our client base grows we are gathering valuable feed back 

about our business which means we can constantly look to 
improve on what we already offer but the reviews have a running 

theme which is transparency and competitive prices and notable 
attention to detail from all our team, from the first phone call to 
the last lick of paint Remodel Renovations will always deliver on 
the promises we make.
For all your home improvement needs, please visit www.

remodelrenovations.co.uk
We look forward to working with you soon.
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In our article published in June 2010 we recounted how Heswall  
suffered bomb damage during a fateful Whitsun holiday in May 1941.  
It	was	a	dire	time	for	the	United	Kingdom,	Britain’s	finest	ship,	the	Hood, 
had just been sunk, Rommel was on the offensive in Africa and Crete 
was about to fall to an airborne German invasion. Hitler was determined 
to starve Britain into submission and the ports of Liverpool and  
Merseyside were prime bombing targets to disrupt Atlantic shipping.

Liverpool and Merseyside was the most bombed area outside  
London and a ferocious onslaught on Liverpool commenced at the 
beginning of May 1941. Heswall residents grew accustomed to  
seeing an eerie red glow in the night sky as Liverpool and Birkenhead 
burnt. The air raid siren based on top of the clock tower in the  
Children’s Hospital wailed frequently to warn the population to take 
shelter. As May progressed they must have felt themselves fortunate  
not to have suffered any actual bombing, especially as bombing  
decoys were established each side of Heswall with the intention to 
deceive German bombers into thinking that the River Dee was the River  
Mersey. Decoy buildings and lights were constructed on Burton Marsh 
to simulate Garston Dock, on the seaward side of Heswall Golf course 
to imitate Lime Street railway marshalling yard, and at Thurstaston to 
imitate Bootle dock. Perhaps from the  
perspective of Heswall inhabitants it was fortunate that these  
decoys were not very successful in fooling the German bombers.

The first bomb fell near Heswall in July 1940. In September 1940, 
two absconders from the Heswall Nautical School had set fire to a barn 
and hay and straw ricks at the neighbouring Oldfield Farm in the hope 
that the flames would attract planes that would then bomb the school! 
St Fillan’s School, now Riverbank House at the bottom of Riverbank 
Road, was taken over by the Soldiers, Sailors & Airmens Families  
Association	(SSAFA)	to	provide	respite	for	the	families	of	serving	men,	
especially those who had been bombed out of their homes. As the 
bombing proceeded in Liverpool and Birkenhead there was an influx of 

over 10,000 bombed-out people into the Wirral. There was a complaint 
from the Heswall and District Ratepayers’ Association in April 1941 to 
the	Wirral	Urban	District	Council	that	the	shops	in	Heswall	could	not	
cope with the increased population and that the food supply of the  
native residents was threatened by the increased demand.

Heswall’s luck in avoiding bombing came to a tragic end on the nights 
of 30th and 31st May 1941. The authors have been fortunate to obtain 
permission from the Museum of Policing in Cheshire, located in  
Warrington, to reproduce the official police photographs of the bomb 
damage. In this first article we show images of the damage caused in 
the Lower Village on the evening of 31st January. Three terraced houses 
– Whitby House, The Rookery and the Laurels – received a direct hit 
from a high explosive bomb. Three members of the Shone family, 
parents George and Dorothy, and their daughter Lily were killed. The 
remaining daughter Marjorie was rescued from the burning house by 
Henry Price who lashed two ladders together to pluck her from the roof. 
The huge amount of damage can be seen, with rubble spilling across 
Village Road. The properties were too damaged to be repaired and  
were demolished. The Lower Village Garage now occupies the site.  
The authors have long searched for pictures of the three original  
houses and would be most grateful to any reader who has any old 
photos showing these.

The same blast also severely damaged the neighbouring three-storey, 
semi-detached building, which housed Atherton’s Confectionery Store 
at ground level with accommodation above. Note the extensive damage 
on the side facing the destroyed houses and the enormous amount 
of rubble. Most of the roof has gone and all the windows blown out. 
The building will look familiar to readers as it was a mirror image of the 
adjoining building, which still stands, housing the very popular Lower 
Village Shop. The damaged building was replaced by a single-storey 
building, which, until recently, was used as a pharmacy. At the time of 
writing there is a planning application to demolish the existing pharmacy 
and	to	erect	a	three-storey	building	with	A3	use	(sale	of	food	and	drink)	
at ground floor and two residential flats on the first and second floors.

Heswall WW2 Bombing 
New photos never published before show 

the damage inflicted on buildings in Heswall                                                                            
                                        By Roger Lane and Jenny McRonald
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Three houses destroyed in Village Road

Lower Village garage stands on the site of the three bombed houses

Village Road after the bomb blast

Village Road today



The final damage photograph shows Village Road opposite the  
destroyed houses. This was obviously taken some time after the  
bombing as the road has been cleared. All the windows have been 
blown out, but there is remarkably little structural damage, given the 
devastation which occurred over the road. This escape from damage 
was fortunate as it allowed the same buildings to still stand and act 
as an attractive centrepiece to the Lower Village. The large sign for 
Hall’s Garage can be seen, which had its premises behind the buildings 
shown in the photo. As mentioned above, after the war it moved into 
the premises now occupied by the Lower Village 
Garage. The premises immediately to the left of the entrance to Hall’s 
Garage were Lloyd’s Bank, now occupied by The Village Salon. Next to 
it was the Post Office, at that time without the iconic red telephone box 
and pillar box, but still showing the Victorian postbox set in the wall, 
which was unfortunately stolen some years ago. These premises are 
now occupied by Poppies. The next shop was a shoemaker and repairer, 
now Zero’s barbers and hairdressers.

In the next articles we will show some remarkable pictures of the 
bomb damage caused to the school on School Hill, and to premises in 
Telegraph and Pensby Roads. The authors are grateful to the Museum 
of Policing in Cheshire for permission to reproduce the photographs of 
the bomb damage, which are under their copyright.

Submitted by Roger Lane and Jenny McRonald (roger.m.lane@btinternet.com or  
0151 342 9269) on behalf of the Heswall Society, which was established in 
1953 “for the public benefit to conserve the heritage of the Parish of Heswall”. 
For more details of membership and activities please call Roger Lane or visit  
theheswallsociety.org.uk  

TONY’S
BARBER

SHOP
EST. 1970

242A Telegraph Road, Heswall CH60 7SG

OPEN TUESDAY – SATURDAY

Tony’s Barbers shop supports 
the charity Checkemlads. 

Modern and Traditional Gents Barbers

ALL WELCOME
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Atherton’s Confectionary Store

Pharmacy Building replaced Atherton’s  Store





Holmwood Drive, Thingwall, Wirral CH61 1AU
07764 615934 or 0151 929 5223  sarahwhiteaesthetics.com
Follow us on Facebook and Instagram for our latest offers

Other treatments at Sarah White include:
Anti-wrinkle injections • Dermal Fillers (Eight point ‘face lift’) • Fractional Resurfacing • Derma Rollering

Hair loss Medication • Cosmeceutical Products • Laser Hair Removal – Soprano Ice • Radiofrequency Skin Tightening
Medical Grade Bespoke Peels • Collagen Boosters • ProFacial • Dermalux LED light Therapy • Enerpeel

We are delighted to introduce the  
M22 IPL Laser to the North West

The Lumenis M22 IPL laser is the latest  in the field of cosmetic  
dermatology. Its unique technology combines the best IPL treatment 
with the most effective non-ablative fractional and Nd:YAG lasers in 
one device! 
This treatment is a multi-use platform that allows dermatologists to 
treat more patients with varying skin conditions with better results than 
any other single device.

•	Pigmented	Lesions
•	Vascular	Lesions/Veins	
•	Sun	Damage	
•	Unwanted	hair
•	Fine	lines	and	wrinkles
•	Age	Spots
•	Acne	Scars	and	Surgical	Scars
•	Textured	Irregularities
•	Lax	Skin
•	Stretch	Marks
•	Rosacea

Consultant Vascular Surgeon, Leith Williams and Consultant Dermatologist, Wendy Farrar from  
Spire Murrayfield will be working alongside us to ensure you get the very best advice and treatment.

To schedule a free 
consultation and to see  
if you are a candidate  
for treatment with this  

cutting-edge technology 
call us today on  
0151 929 5223  

or 07764 615934



Phew! What a year. It’s now nearly 18 months since we completed our 
purchase of Linghams in September 2015, rescuing it from closure. It 
was a big move, both from a professional view and logistically, as we 
lived on the Isle of Wight, though I’m originally from Heswall.  

We both have a huge love of books, which obviously helped with 
the purchase of a bookshop. But there is so much more to running 
a bookshop. We were very lucky to inherit a great team who have 
all been in the book industry a number of years. It also helped that 
we spent time with a number of iconic bookshops, including Mr B’s 
in Bath and Booka Bookshop in Oswestry. Both shops filled us with 
inspiration and excitement and soon it was D-Day for us to take over 
our own! One of the first things I did was go on the Booksellers course 
run by the Booksellers Association in London. This explained a lot of 
the backstage information, including the secret of how to get those 
authors to town. It also explained how to chose your stock, what to 
look for and basically, READ, READ and more READING. This has 
opened a lot more authors to me I might not have read – especially 
debut authors who are just starting to make a name for themselves.

From the outset we wanted to continue with Linghams being a 
social hub, bringing more events to Heswall, and working with local 
schools and libraries. Looking at the last 12 months I am glad to say 
so far we have done just that. Some of the names we have brought 
to	Heswall	include	Damon	Hill	(Formula	One	World	Champion),	Rev.	
Richard Coles, afternoon tea with Alexander McCall Smith, Johnny 
Herbert	(Formula	One),	coffee	morning	with	Liz	Earle,	Joanna	Trollope,	
and sporting heroes including Chris Boardman, David France, David 
Fairclough and Bob Latchford. Social media bloggers have also proved 
to	be	very	popular,	and	we’ve	hosted	both	The	Unmumsy	Mum	and	
Hurrah for Gin. We also work with local authors and have supported 
signings with them – one of our favourites is Rob Keeley who always 
does his book launches with us in October. Our next one is Handcuffs, 
Truncheon & a Polyester Thong	in	May	with	Gina	Kirkham	(20th	from	
1pm).	Our	midnight	opening	for	Cursed Child was super fun!

We’ve also provided free school events for local schools: Cathy  
Cassidy and Frank Cottrell Boyce at Gayton Primary, Katy Birchall at 
West Kirby Grammar School, Andy Griffiths at Greasby Junior School 

and Black Horse Primary School, and Jim Smith at Birkenhead 
School. We are always looking to work with other schools, so please 
drop us a line if you want to get involved. A further service is providing 
books to schools and giving a discount when we can. We also work 
with local libraries and have been involved in lots of fun events. 

As mentioned, Team Linghams have extensive experience in 
bookselling and recommending fabulous new books. We all work 
together to put on some fabulous events and have the opportunity to 
meet some fascinating people. New ideas are always being bounced 
around, so watch out for our new offers coming soon. These including 
the over-60s 10% off Wednesday afternoon on Adult Books, and 
children’s story time Saturday £1 vouchers. ‘Blind Date with a Book’ 
is back – these books tied up in green paper with a brief description 
of genre have been hugely popular. At Easter time, we’ll be holding a 
competition and Easter Egg Hunt!

We’re also all absolutely thrilled about our short-listing for  
Independent	Bookshop	of	the	Year	–	North	region.	

A recent visit to London allowed us to see what fabulous books are 
coming out this year – dare I say it – even up to Christmas! 
   
Going forward, we have a huge schedule of author events. To 
subscribe to our mailing list, please email books@linghams.co.uk
   
Date: 3rd May – doors open 7.30 for 8.00
International bestselling author David Baldacci
Venue: Thornton Hall Hotel and Spa – Torintone Suite
Tickets: £16.99 include a signed copy of his latest book
David Baldacci has sold over 110 million copies worldwide. His latest 
book in the Amos Decker series is The Fix.
   
Date: 10th May – doors open 6.30 for 7.00
Stephen Harding launches his new Viking book
Venue: Linghams Bookshop 
Tickets: £5 redeemable against his latest book
   
Date: 18th May – doors open 6.30 for 7.00
Two Sunday Times bestselling authors:  
Milly	Johnson	(The Queen of Wishful Thinking),	and	 
Jane	Costello	(Summer Nights at the Moonlight Hotel)
Venue: Linghams Bookshop
Tickets: £8.00, £5 redeemable against either book
   
Date: 20th May – from 12.00 at Linghams
Handcuffs, Truncheon & a Polyester Thong book signing with local 
author Gina Kirkham 
   
Date: 24th May – doors open 6.30 for 7.00 at Linghams
Edward	Docx	(Let Go My Hand)	and	Howard	Cunnell	(Fathers and 
Sons	–	BBC	Radio	4	Book	of	the	Week)
Tickets: £5 redeemable against either book
   
And, as a small taster of what’s coming up in June, we’ll be welcoming 
one	‘cyclist’,	three	‘crime	writers’,	and	a	‘sir’	(a	previous	star	of	Black 
Adder).	Details	will	be	released	on	our	website	and	via	email.
Here’s to our next year and even more READING!
www.linghams.co.uk • Telephone number 0151 342 7290

Sue Porter tells readers about her first eighteen 
months at Linghams and some upcoming events

Chris Boardman book signing

The Linghams team with the Reverend Richard ColesJoanna Trollope OBE book signing
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Sunday 28th June arrived and the day for the nobby race. We were 
to be locked out at 11.30am and the race was due to start at noon 
so we were down at the dock for 10.00am to check all the gear 
and make last minute adjustments. The crowds were beginning 
to muster on the quays, the weather was fine with little wind and 
we had our skipper’s meeting. The course was to take us up the 
Garston channel to G9 after the start at the Duke’s buoy, across the 
river	to	E4	(Eastham	channel)	and	back	across	the	start	line.

Henry and I had arranged that at the finish of the race, or an 
hour’s ebb, we were to head back to the Dee. The lock gates 
opened and with the band playing on the quay, we all motored out 
into the river. There was to be a ten-minute gun, a five-minute gun 
and a start gun. At the five-minute gun we were to stop our engines 
and come to the line under sail.
As	we	motored	down	river	(towards	pier	head)	I	had	Pat	on	the	

tiller as I hoisted up the mainsail, jib and foresail. The secret is 
knowing how far to motor down, cut the engine at the sound of the 
five-minute gun and sail for the line, without sailing over it before 
the start gun.

With the flood tide still going strong I turned the Welshgirl around, 
killed the engine and started for the line. The wind had now eased 
considerably and I was coming to the line at an angle and making a 
lot	of	leeway	(sailing	sideways).	The	Duke’s	buoy	came	looming	up	
and these buoys are a hell of a size when close up. I got the big oar 
out in readiness, to fend us clear, and the start gun went off. We 
missed the buoy by a paint thickness and we had a good start.

The wind had dropped to a light air and it suited us. We passed a 
few bigger boats, and even passed the Ethel. As we got to Otter-
spool Promenade the wind dropped completely; at the same time 
the tide started to turn and we started to drift backwards. lt was 
very frustrating – we would make a few yards on a capful of wind, 
then, as the tide started to ebb properly, we went with it.

It was futile to continue. I got a call from Henry and we were to 
meet further down the river. He was going to tow me back to the 
Dee with the Venture as he was much faster than me under power. 
I took down the sails and started the Lister up and letting the OD 
boat know we had retired from the race, threw a rope to Henry 
and we were off to our river. Pat took the tiller as we raced past 
Seacombe ferry, passing the moorings at New Brighton, we started 
to break out the rest of our eats. Rounding Perch Rock we headed 
back up the rock channel and hit a bit of a swell. With Venture 
riding over them, she also pulled us through them, sending water 
cascading down the decks. Pat was enjoying herself; the more 
Welshgirl dived into the swells, the more Pat would eat and ‘yahoo’!

Passing the marker buoys Chips and Spud on to the yellow sewer 
buoy, we started to push the ebb from the swash. Both engines 
thundering away, we started to come up to Hilbre Island passing the 
Ridge buoys in the bottom of the swash. The boats seemed to know 
they were on home ground – Venture dragged Welshgirl onwards, the 
tow rope, sometimes slack, would then jerk bar tight. It had done this 
all the way back and opposite the green buoy HE3 it parted. I shouted 
to Henry to keep going, as he had a good chance of getting back on 
his mooring before the tide ebbed out, so he carried on and indeed 
made it. I called him up on the radio and asked him to ring our Bill 
when he got home to get him to come and pick us up.

By this time we arrived at the tricky bit of channel leading to the 
moorings. The tide had ebbed out too far and we went aground, 
half a mile from our mooring. So that was that; we were there till 
the flood tide came, which was a two-hour wait. We could see our 
Bill coming to meet us, with the dog. The boat listed down, but the 
water didn’t really leave – it was about two feet deep.

When the tide came back we were soon afloat again. I started up 
the engine and we began going carefully down the channel. Henry 
had lent us a dinghy to pick up and after mooring up and putting all 
the gear in the dinghy, we finally stepped ashore about 10.00pm.

Bill greeted us, asked what sort of trip we had had, stowed our gear 
in the car and took us home. I returned the dinghy to Henry later.

Continuing our serialisation of Geoff Andrews’ fascinating 
book, Memories of a Lifetime Past, about the life and 

times of Parkgate fishermen, Chris & Jim Peters
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We have an excellent reputation for good 
care and outstanding value. Our pleasant 
country location offers accessibility and 

comfort for all and our soon to open café 
will offer another dimension to the care 

services we offer residents & visitors. 

The Chapel House provides Specialist  
Nursing Care. Our residential home  

Plessington Court provides 24-hour care & 
bespoke Day Care for people with memory 

loss. All our services are currently rated 
good by the Care Quality Commission.

Our team members are very experienced 
and include Admiral Nurses who are  

dementia specialist nurses. We provide an 
integrated approach to holistic care and 
a friendly personal service to each of our 
residents. We work in collaboration with 

our residents & their family to ensure that 
every need is catered for and as an  

independent private home can provide  
a real home from home.

Compassion today 
and purpose for 

tomorrow….

Dementia Resource Community, The Chapel House
Chapel House Lane, Puddington Cheshire CH64 5SW

Registered Manger: Kim Dawson (Admiral Nurse)

Telephone: 0151 336 2323 
www.dementiaresourcecommunity.co.uk

Over the past 12 months, The Chapel House Dementia Resource 
Community based in Puddington has gone from strength to 
strength. We cannot believe that it has been 12 months since we 
joined	forces	with	Dementia	UK	and	launched	the	first	Admiral 
Nurse Service in Wirral and Cheshire West, run from our two  
specialist dementia care homes. The Chapel House Nursing Home, 
Plessington Court Residential Home and the local wider community 
have benefitted from having two Admiral Nurses in post, so much 
so that the service has now expanded to include four of these 
specialist dementia nurses. As this model of care has been so 
successful, we have seconded a post to Mariners Park, Wallasey. 
Mariners Park is part of The Nautilus Welfare Fund and is a  
UK-registered	charity	administered	by	Nautilus	International,	 
offering a range of specialist services to support retired seafarers 
and their dependants.We are so pleased to be working in  
Partnership Nautilus sharing our knowledge and expertise to help 
people living with a diagnosis of dementia. 

A special mention to The Chapel House Nursing Home, who this 
year celebrates 30 years of providing specialist dementia care 
and support to those living with us, their families and friends. We 
thank all our staff and friends past and present for their continued 
support. For more information contact Registered Manager Kim 
Dawson. 0151 336 2323 

Happy 1st Birthday to our 
Admiral Nursing Service 

and 30 years in Puddington 
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Thornton Hall Hotel invited a small group of food writers from 
around	the	UK	for	a	two	day	visit	–	Xanthe	Clay	from	Bristol,	
Charlotte Pike from Dorset, Christopher Trotter from Scotland, Alex 
James, Jane Suthering and Jenny Linford from London – and me, 
based just around the corner in Heswall! 

We all arrived just before lunchtime, to be welcomed by Geoff 
Dale, the genial General Manager of Thornton Hall. The purpose of 
our visit was not only to sample the delights of this stylish hotel and 
its outstanding food, but also to visit some local food producers and 
farmers and to discover the region’s hidden gems. As food writers, 
we’re deeply interested in the people behind restaurant menus 
and the name on a meat tag, packet label or bottle. What is it that 
makes a particular food so special? What is it they do to make their 
product stand out above all others in a crowded market?

Our visit began with Geoff giving us a fascinating tour of the hotel. 
Built in 1893 and once the home of a wealthy shipping merchant, 
Thornton Hall became a hotel in 1954 and has retained some of its 
lovely original features, such as the striking Victorian wood carvings 
and the sumptuous mother of pearl embossed ceiling in the Lawns 
Restaurant. Apparently the hotel has a resident ghost too – The 
Grey Lady – believed to appear only when people are happy!

After a delicious buffet lunch, we set off on a visit to Grange Farm 
in Mickle Trafford, where Huw Rowlands and his father David farm 
grass-fed rare breed Red Poll beef cattle. Red Poll, easily  
recognisable by their glossy red coats, produce excellent quality 
meat	that	is	well	marbled,	succulent	and	flavoursome.	You	won’t	
find their superlative beef in supermarkets – they sell their beef on 
site at the farm, from their website and at farmers markets and 
food assemblies.

Huw and David farm in harmony with nature, so they use little 
artificial fertiliser and promote ethical and environmental  
stewardship – the land falls under the Higher Level Stewardship 
scheme. Together they have developed wildlife and sustainable 
management practices, including environmentally friendly crops,  
20 acres of poplar trees and restoration of a woodland and  
hedgerows. Their work has deservedly received several awards, 
including the North West Future of Farming Award. 

Our next stop was Snugburys Ice Cream in Nantwich in the  
picturesque Cheshire countryside, where three sisters, Hannah, 
Kitty and Cleo Sadler, run the business. This is real ice cream as 
it used to taste – rich, creamy, and full of flavour. There are lots of 
fabulous flavours, including Baby Fig and Orange Blossom Honey, 
Sea Salt Caramel and Turkish Delight, although their bestseller 
is the Honeycomb – ice cream studded with golden nuggets of 
crunchy honeycomb toffee. The sisters gave us a guided tour of 
their small ice cream ‘factory’ and it goes without saying that we 
were delighted to sample some of their wonderful ice cream!

Snugburys are almost as famous for their straw sculptures located 
in the field, as for their ice cream. Each amazing sculpture takes 
hundreds of painstaking hours to assemble and a different theme  
is chosen each year. Past sculptures have included a 35-foot  
Dalek to celebrate the 50th anniversary of Dr Who, and Big Ben, 
complete with a fully working and luminous clock which became 
world famous! This year’s choice was Beatrix Potter’s Peter Rabbit 
– 38 foot tall, with a 10-foot carrot and 10-foot, ears clad in his 
characteristic blue jacket! Sadly, we could only see photographs of 
this as the sculpture was destroyed recently in an arson attack, but, 
undaunted, the sisters are planning to have the sculpture rebuilt.

Back to Thornton Hall to enjoy a light lunch in the relaxing  
atmosphere of The Lawns Lounge and Bar, and some free time 
before an informal evening meal in the hotel’s Brasserie.

There are several options for dining at Thornton Hall – the  
informal Brasserie, which is open all day to enjoy just a coffee, 
quick snack or a leisurely meal; the peaceful Lawns Lounge and 
Bar; private dining rooms, ideal for business events, weddings  
and private parties; and the jewel in the fine dining crown – The 
Lawns Restaurant. Each has its own dedicated team of chefs. 
The Lawns is overseen by Executive Chef Andrew Richards – both 
Andrew and Head Chef Ben Mounsey have worked in some of the 
most elite venues in the country. 

A Taste of Wirral
                                                         By Carol Wilson

Ben and Daniel from Thornton Hall
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A seemingly limitless selection of amazing tapas was served to  
us in the relaxed atmosphere of the Brasserie. Afterwards we  
sampled the delicious gin and vodka based handmade liqueurs 
from local makers Windsor’s Fruit Liqueurs. Mary Walton steeps 
fresh fruits for months before bottling the liqueurs. She also makes 
a very moreish Toffee Vodka and an unusual Smugglers Rum  
Shrub, made to an ancient recipe – a hark back to the days when 
smuggling was rife along the coast in Wirral and Liverpool to avoid 
the high taxes levied on imported goods, particularly alcohol. The 
evening ended on a high with a cocktail-making demonstration  
by Windsor’s, followed by delicious cocktails made from the  
liqueurs and Thornton Hall’s superb own-brand gin – Torintone, 
made in Wirral.

Next morning we set off for a short drive to Leahurst, part of 
Liverpool	University’s	Institute	of	Veterinary	Science,	where	we	were	
shown around the two farms on the campus.  

John Cameron and Nigel Jones, farm managers of Ness Heath 
farm and Wood Park Farm respectively, showed us the working  
dairy farm, the dairy herd and milking parlour, and explained the 
day-to-day running of the farm. To protect them from cold and rain, 
the calves were clad in red jackets and looked snug in their  
individual little ‘houses’! Then it was off to meet the lambing ewes 
and their newborn lambs, the Gloucester Old Spot pigs and their 
piglets. Lots of farms are disappearing in the region so there are 
few places left for veterinary students, but Leahurst provides the 
ideal training necessary. Farming here is the direct opposite of mass 
production, intensive farming. Lambs from the farms are sold in 
local markets, and local farm shops and specialist traditional-breed 
butchers are supplied with pigs.

Pertinently, our next stop was Edge’s Butchers in New Ferry, 
which	is	one	of	very	few	in	the	UK	to	have	its	own	slaughterhouse.	
Butcher Callum Edge’s meat is outstanding – expertly butchered 
from free-range, extensively farmed, local British and rare  
breed livestock.

Then a quick stop off at Claremont Farm to look around the 
award-winning shop and café, where owner Andrew Pimbley  
treated us to a taste of Scouse with red cabbage to celebrate 
Global Scouse Day. 

It was a pleasure to meet the people behind the food – their 
enthusiasm and passion was evident as they explained how they 
create their products. They all share a seemingly unstoppable drive 
to make excellent products with an emphasis on quality and flavour.

Back at the hotel, Manager Geoff Dale had thoughtfully provided 
us all with vouchers for a treatment of our choice at the hotel’s spa, 
which turned out to be an absolute must-visit. Totally relaxed we 
were ready for the Champagne reception and the highlight of our 
visit on our last evening in The Lawns – the exciting tasting menu 
served in the magnificent Oak Room. Head Chef Ben Mounsey 
accomplished a contemporary and inventive take on the cuisine 
with locally sourced ingredients. Ben and Chef Daniel McGeorge 
added the final touches to each course in the Oak Room as Adrian 
Patterson of Tanners Wine Merchants talked us expertly through the 
different wines served with each course. 

The tasting menu was a fantastic showcase for The Lawn’s 
talented chefs. The ingenious flavour combinations were certainly 
impressive. Ben’s imaginative and creative menu was skilful and 
well balanced and included exciting and extraordinary creations 
such as an Assam, Potato and Mushroom Tea served in tiny cups; 
sparklingly fresh Turbot, Shrimp, Dashi, Orange Peel, Ginger and 
Soy; Venison, Hispi, Truffle, Potato Puree, Kidney and Liver, followed 
by irresistible desserts including Pear, Hay, Textures of Pear.

All too soon, after a leisurely breakfast next morning, it was time 
to leave. We all agreed it had been a wonderful two days with 
amazing food in stylish and very comfortable surroundings. We 
loved our luxuriously elegant bedrooms and the attentive,  
welcoming and charming service from all the staff.

Thornton Hall is a genuine treasure, packed with character, and 
the food is a major draw for gourmets and, indeed, anyone who 
loves good food. It’s proof there’s still a place for refinement and 
attention to detail in today’s often hectic lifestyle, whether it’s a 
leisurely weekend break or a traditional English afternoon tea.

 

Two Gentle Wines of Verona
Perhaps, as one of the heroes in the play of a similar name by Mr 
Shakespeare was named Valentine, this article should have been in the 
last edition of this magazine? However, who said that the course of true 
love ever ran smoothly? And love is very much in the air when it comes 
to the two wines I am going to talk to you about this month. Two wines 
intertwined at the very heart of the hills around Verona. Two wines that 
evoke such passion and desire. Two wines encompassing all that is great 
about winemaking in 21st century Italy. The two wines, of course, are 
Valpolicella Ripasso and Amarone della Valpolicella. 

For those of you who are yet to venture any further than Chianti when it 
comes to Italian wines, then you are in for a treat. These are sumptuous  
wines – some would even say decadent wines. Let me tell you a little 
more about these wines.

Valpolicella Ripasso
The main grapes used are Corvina, Corvinone, Rondinella and Molinara, 
all of which are indigenous to the region. They are harvested, fermented 
then macerated for a week to ten days before passing into a fermentation 
vessel which contains the spent lees of a prior Amarone fermentation, 
before ageing in oak barrels. This “re-passing” of the fermented wine 
over	the	remnants	of	a	fermentation	of	a	richer	wine	(“Ripasso”)	gives	
the wine a fuller body and smoother style than otherwise. We like to call 
them “Baby Amarones”.

Here are a couple of examples available in store:

Torre del Falasco Valpolicella Ripasso Superiore £14.95

Zenato Valpolicella Ripasso Superiore “Ripassa”  £22.95

Amarone della Valpolicella
We touched on Amarone when talking about the Ripasso above. The 
grapes used are the same, although usually of a higher quality, from  
better situated vineyards but the method of production, called  
“Appassimento” is slightly different to the Ripasso method above. Here, 
the grapes are harvested as normal but they are then laid out on large 
straw mats or in large baskets in a part of the winery where they are 
allowed to dry over the course of three to six months. The concentrated, 
raisined grapes are then fermented in the usual way, but the high sugar 
content means that to ferment fully, at least 15% alcohol must be 
reached and often fermentations will produce a wine up to and sometimes 
over 17% alcohol. The wine is then aged for two years or more in oak 
barrels prior to bottling. The result is something almost Port-like in  
intensity, but without that spirity-alcohol style that comes with fortification. 
Amarone wines are not fortified but have a rich, concentrated,  
bitter-sweetness like no other wine. Once tried, never forgotten.

Here are a couple of examples available in store:

Casa Benatti Amarone della Valpolicella “Elite”  £29.95

La Giuva Amarone della Valpolicella  £55.95

By Graham Simpson, Whitmore & White

W NE COLUMN
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The son of a Wirral woman celebrating her 101st birthday joked 
that her secret to reaching over a century could be ‘drinking a glass 
of whisky a day’. 

Stephen Quail’s mother Bernice is a resident at The Hazelwell, a 
luxury ‘all inclusive’, residential, nursing, palliative and respite care 
home in Heswall, which opened in Oldfield Road last summer.

Stephen says his mum may have enjoyed a long life because of 
her positive mental attitude because she is a ‘born optimist and 
never complains’. Bernice has always kept active, playing golf until 
she was 90. She also drove a car until she was 97.

Originally from Manchester, Bernice moved to Liverpool in her 
early childhood. Bernice was married twice. Sadly her first husband 
was killed in World War Two, leaving her a widow with a three-year-old 
daughter, Sandra. Stephen is the son of Bernice and her second 
husband, Jack. Her late husband Jack died ten years ago. Bernice 
has five grandsons, one granddaughter and seven great-grandchildren 
– the youngest of these is Wilf who is just five months old. 

Living in Liverpool, Bernice worked in the city centre throughout 
the Blitz – Stephen says she has talked about walking to work in the 
mornings ‘not knowing if her office would still be standing’.

After the war, Bernice and Jack founded Goodway Hampers in the 
1950s, a family business supplying Christmas hampers. Based in 
Liverpool, the business supplied tens of thousands of Christmas 
hampers across Merseyside for more than 50 years. The business 
was so successful it enabled them to build their own house on the 
Wirral. Bernice retired when she was 65. When Jack passed away, 
Bernice continued to live in the family home with only the help of a 
weekly cleaner and regular visits from her two children.

Last August, Bernice’s granddaughter Emma was getting married 
in Portugal, but Bernice, who was then 100, was too old to travel 
to the event. As all of her family planned to be at the wedding it 
was decided that a short stay at The Hazelwell care home would put 
everyone’s mind at rest, knowing that Bernice would be looked after 
and cared for properly. When the family returned, Bernice announced 
that she wanted to move permanently into The Hazelwell. 

Now Bernice has celebrated her 101st birthday with a family lunch 
at one of her favourite restaurants, the Red Fox in Thornton Hough.

When asked about the secret to his mother’s long life, Stephen 
said: “Mum has always being active both mentally and physically 
and I think that has played an important part, as must the regular 
glass of whisky at 6 o’clock every evening!  

“Mum played golf until she was 90 and drove a car until she was 
97 with never a point on her licence! She remains a keen bridge 
player. Perhaps one of the key factors for her longevity is her  
positive mental attitude – a born optimist who never complained.  

“Life is always about the present and the future. She never dwells 
on the past. Mum is genuinely very happy at The Hazelwell care 
home.  She is very appreciative of the care and attention that all 
the staff gives her and the family has been very impressed too.”

A glass of whisky a day 
helped my mum reach 101

Are the new vastly increased  
probate fees just another form of 

inheritance tax for the less wealthy?
BY MIKE BARNES, WIRRAL ESTATE PLANNING

YOU CAN AVOID THIS NEW HARSH 
TAX 100% LEGALLY BY SETTLING 

YOUR HOME INTO

A FAMILY TRUST
DRAWN UP BY OUR TRUST  
SPECIALIST BARRISTERS

FOR AN INFO PACK CALL

0845 052 2757
www.wirralestateplanning.co.uk

It is said that the only two certainties in life are death and taxes. 
The new massive increase in probate fees certainly combines both!

The new sliding scale of probate fees is, most definitely, an  
increase in the scope of inheritance tax to ensnare average  
families and the less wealthy into the inheritance tax net.

Just like inheritance tax, this new ‘tax’ will have to be paid by 
the executors of your will before the grant of probate is received, 
which enables them to deal with your estate.
Your	executors	will	have	to	use	their	own	cash	resources	to	pay	

the new fees, or as one cabinet minister recently said: “They 
should consider taking out short term expensive loans to pay the 
fees/tax.”	How	naive	and	pathetic	a	statement!!

And let’s not forget those souls paying inheritance tax as well – 
those people will suffer a double whammy.

The new fees are just a further additional raid on the finances of 
the elderly and the middle class. And, as if retirees and the elderly 
don’t	lose	enough	already	from	their	hard-earned	(and	already	tax	
paid)	assets	and	income,	what	with	spiralling	funeral	costs,	ever-
increasing care home fees etc., the government comes along and 
imposes yet another raid on their finances!

But, apart from the two certainties in life of death and taxes, 
there is, in fact, a third certainty, which is that these taxes will  
rise inexorably!

All finance professionals, to a man, agree that this is only the 
start.	Without	question	these	new	probate	fees/inheritance	tax	 
will rise every year, just like the taxes on alcohol, tobacco, and  
fuel duties.

Make no mistake; this tax is set to rise every year, as it is a 
tax that is very cheap to collect. It will be just too tempting for 
chancellors to ignore in their future budgets. Professionals are 
all agreed that this tax could quite easily reach 10% of estate 
value within five to ten years. That would mean around tax raid of 
around £200,000 and up on an ‘average’ estate value of just  
over £200, 000.

Luckily, there is a 100% legal way to avoid this punitive new tax. 
Setting up a family trust to hold your home and any other assets 
of	value	(including	cash)	will	help	you	avoid	this	tax	raid,	possibly	
in full. Assets held within your family trust do not form part of your 
estate upon your death. Those assets pass immediately to your 
chosen beneficiaries, saving much time, taxes and legal fees.

Furthermore, you retain a ‘life interest’ in your family trust  
which allows you to use those assets in any way you wish during 
your lifetime.

For an info pack, call Wirral Estate Planning on 0845 052 
2757 or visit www.wirralestateplanning.co.uk
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Beauty: Put a spring 
in your skin

The days are longer, the temperature’s rising, flowers are in 
bloom and the birds are singing. A cause for celebration, or is 
it? While Mother Nature wields her magic on the flora and fauna, 
when it comes to our skin, banishing the effects of winter isn’t 
always quite so seamless. After months spent indoors, eating 
comfort food and being less active, looking in the mirror can 
make you feel anything but full of the joys of spring. But, don’t  
let it get you down. 

Slough
This has nothing to do with a town in Berkshire. Sloughing  
(pronounced ‘sluffing’) is the removal of dead skin cells – in 
other words exfoliating. Dead cells build up over winter and this 
dulls the complexion. It also reduces the absorption and efficacy 
of products such as serums and moisturisers. But it’s simple  
to address. 
Body brushing is an excellent way to combat this and can be 
done at home or by a professional therapist. For the face, use 
gentle exfoliating products, but booking microdermabrasion at 
a salon or clinic is definitely worthwhile. Not only will sloughing 
improve your complexion, it will also boost circulation and your 
lymphatic system (see below). Start now and you’ll have smooth, 
healthy, glowing skin when summer arrives.

Go out on a ‘lymph’
The lymphatic system is our built-in detox programme. It  
removes toxins and waste products and maintains the immune 
system. But it’s often neglected, and this can lead to fluid  
retention, sluggishness, and oedema (swollen limbs due to a 
build up of fluid). One thing that boosts the lymphatic system 
more than anything is movement, which is why it tends to work 
less efficiently in winter when we’re more sedentary. The good 
news is it’s simple to kick-start it again. Simply going for a walk 
will stimulate lymphatic drainage, but if you do have a build up  
of fluid a more hands-on approach works wonders. 
At home, using circular movements to rub moisturisers into the 
skin will stimulate drainage. Body brushing is also great for both 
the lymph system and circulation. A salon massage will help 
to get your sluggish system functioning again. There are also 
specific lymphatic drainage massages and equipment-based 
treatments if required e.g. if you have oedema. 

Smooth out the lumps
The lymphatic system also plays a significant role in deposits 
of cellulite. However, once it’s formed, cellulite isn’t so simple 
to banish. But, there are some truly effective ways to improve it. 
Payot’s Celluli Ultra Performance is a home product that  
produces effective results on both cellulite and stretch marks. 
Combine it with body brushing. In clinic book a cellulite-specific 
massage, which will break down fatty deposits and smooth the 
skin. Skin tightening treatments also target cellulite and produce 
visible results quickly. 

Be firm with yourself
After a winter of stagnating, most of us are eager to eat more 
healthily and exercise. But while this may burn off weight, it won’t 
tighten saggy skin. In fact it can exacerbate it. Skin tightening 
and lifting is what’s needed. 
Clinic-based treatments include: Venus, 3D and HIFU skin  
tightening. These make an incredible difference on areas such 
as the thighs, tum and bum, arms, etc. There are also some  
really effective home products, but it’s worth investing in one 
from a clinic if you can, as the results will be superior.
For the face, neck and eyes, treatments such as the 3D Ultimate, 
the Vampire facial, micro-current Mediwave lifting and the Venus 
Freeze non-surgical facelift will redress sagging, lines, wrinkles 
and sallowness.

Drink it in
I always talk about hydration, but it’s fundamental in maintaining 
healthy skin. It’s also vital in the production of collagen (or rather 
lack of it), which causes the main signs of ageing. The weather, 
central heating, etc., all dehydrate the skin during winter, so it’s 
almost inevitable we spot new lines and wrinkles in spring –  
especially as collagen itself is largely made up of water. 
Increasing your water intake is obviously crucial, but there are 
also specific collagen-packed products such as Skinade and  
Image Skincare’s YANA collagen shots that you drink. These 
won’t erase every line and wrinkle – and for real results I’d  
always recommend clinic-based treatments; however, clinical 
trials show some astounding results that will put a spring in  
your step. See you soon.

Tracey Locke, Lead Clinician

Serenity Clinic Ltd, 162 Banks Road, 
West Kirby, Wirral CH48 0RH

T: 0151 625 6256
www.serenity-clinic.co.uk
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Recent Storm Damage?
Then give your tree at bit of TLC...

...and call Wirral Tree Services
Professional Tree Care at realistic prices

Telephone: 0845 862 0801 or 07444 507 204
Email:	info@wirraltreeservices.co.uk	•	Website:	www.wirraltreeservices.co.uk

All staff trained to minimum Level 3 Diploma 
in Forestry & Arboriculture (NPTC Level 3)

Wirral Tree Services are a Heswall-based tree surgery and garden 
maintenance specialist offering professional but cost-effective 

workmanship to the residential and commercial sectors.

All aspects of tree surgery

Hedge, pruning and shaping

Large and difficult tree dismantle specialist

Tree inspection and free advice

Hedgerow management

Stump grinding

What We Do

We are committed to customer satisfaction, reliability and long-term working 
relationships with our customers. All staff are trained to the latest modern 

standards and our duty of care to the preservation of trees is utmost.

LOGS 
FOR 
SALE
Prices from 

£39 (per cubic 
metre/ton bag)
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“It’s hard to believe,” says Mark Gorton, “when looking at my 98-kilo 
body napping on the sofa with its mouth open, that I was once a 
chubby child who dreamed of being able to fly.”

More decades later than he cares to mention, he has taken that 
childish imagining and channelled it into The Utterly Amazing  
Bumbling-Boy vs The Green Bogey, a new all-action comedy novel  
for children aged 8 to 12.

Mark is a television producer and journalist by trade. Born and raised 
in Blackburn he has lived in Heswall for the past 30 years. He began 
his career in the newsroom at Granada Television where he worked as 
a reporter and presenter, before going behind the cameras to produce 
some of the station’s biggest comedy and entertainment shows,  
including The Mrs Merton Show for which he won a BAFTA Award.

“Bizarrely,” recalls Mark, “when I was a child I used to dream about 
flying in a giant paper aeroplane launched by an equally giant elastic 
band. The hero of my story, Kenny Lane, is much more cool, although 
at first he doesn’t think so.”

The story is built around, 10-year-old chubster Kenny who is stung by 
a radioactive bumblebee and develops wings and compound eyes. The 
good news: against all the odds he can fly. Sort of. The bad news: he’s 
not sure he is the right shape or has what it takes to be a superhero. 
To be like a spider or wolverine, that would have been much more cool. 
To be just plain and simple super, well, that would have been super. 

But when his family and hometown are placed in mortal danger by a 
ghastly villain, Kenny realises that being bee-like has its uses.

Kenny’s classmate and fellow dork, Dinkesh, is a giant brain on 
legs	who	invents	gadgets	like	the	BeeMX	rocket-powered	bike,	the	
BeeZooka, and the Bubble Gun.

Mark says: “Kenny lives in a town called Blackwater with his adoptive 
parents, George and Marjorie, and his real sister, Sarah. Blackwater 
owes a lot to the town where I was born and grew up.

“The enemy who threatens them all is the appalling Green Bogey, 
aka Mr Green, the nutty caretaker and former science teacher who 
has built a mad lab underneath the children’s school. The disgusting 
monster he can transform himself into is the result of one of his 
insane experiments gone wrong.
“With	his	sarcastic	supercomputer,	MUCUS,	the	Green	Bogey	

intends to rule Blackwater and then the world.
“Spare a thought for Blackwater’s senior police officer, Inspector  

Potter. His first name is Harry and for many years he’s been on the  
receiving end of jokes. Only days ago someone locked him in the  
police station toilet and painted CHAMBER OF SECRETS on the door.”
Young	readers	can	find	out	more	about	this	and	all	the	latest	gossip	

from Blackwater by visiting the town’s local news and views site, ‘The 
Blackwater Bugle’.

Mark adds: “It’s the town’s local news site masterminded by a key 
character called Samantha. Readers can get to know more about the 
place and the people who live there.”

The Utterly Amazing Bumbling-Boy vs The Green Bogey is now  
available to buy from Amazon as either an ebook or paperback.
You	can	find	out	more	on	Mark	Gorton’s	Amazon	Author	Page:

www.amazon.co.uk/Mark-Gorton/e/B06WD8B4YN/ref=ntt_dp_epwbk_0

Since 1982, Robert Carroll, the proprietor of Cara – Kitchen Bathroom 
and Interior Design at 77 Pensby Road, Heswall has been delighting 
clients, locally and afar, with creative innovative designs. He and his 
talented team are skilled at listening to clients’ needs and fulfilling  
their brief by providing quality products, designed and installed to the 
highest standard of craftsmanship. The name Cara means ‘friend’ in 
Irish Gaelic and epitomises the friendly warm and approachable  
service offered to all clients.

That same excellent customer service is extended to clients from 
the moment they walk into the showroom, throughout every sale and 
installation process and to the extended after-sales service.

Over this 35-year period Robert has built good relationships with 
many delightful discerning clients. He and his team have relished 
many challenges, including:

•	The	complete	refurbishment	of	a	prestigious	London	Knightsbridge	 
 apartment where they were able to incorporate a commissioned  
 Bradley Basso feature stained glass window

•	The	major	redecoration	of	a	vast	historic	Georgian	property	 
 in Whitchurch

•	Interior	reordering	of	properties	in	Conwy	valley,	Newton	College,	 
	 St	Helens,	Yorkshire,	and	a	major	commercial	kitchen	and	ancillary	 
	 flooring/WC	provision	at	a	day	nursery	in	Hampshire.

Whilst nearer to home there are very many local homes boasting 
fabulous kitchens, bathrooms and interior design completed by the 
Cara Design Team.

Current projects extend from the North West of England, to North 
Wales and Anglesey and central London.

Cara’s ground floor kitchen showroom is presently being  
redesigned to showcase an exciting new range of Callerton Kitchens, 
whilst the Omega Mackintosh kitchens on the first-floor studio are 
being extended together with new innovative product ranges.

Cara Kitchen Bathroom and Interior Design – your local friendly  
one stop shop – extend you a warm welcome to call in and celebrate 
with them their successful 35 years in business in Heswall.

Local Television Producer 
turns Children’s Author

Cara – creating beautiful 
interiors today

Cara proprietor Robert Carroll
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On 23 April 2017 a unique performance will take place in the  
glorious small Concert Room at Liverpool’s St George’s Hall.

Very rarely does one come across such a tuneful and accessible 
work that really should be well known, but has somehow slipped 
through the net of familiarity; however, the Liverpool concert on 23 
April plans to redress the balance. In 1902 the Danish composer 
Peter Erasmus Lange-Müller finished the single violin concerto 
in what was a large output of music, including works for piano, 
orchestra and the voice.

Music from Scandinavian composers has never seemed instantly 
familiar, unless their name happens to be Grieg or Sibelius.  
However, the name Lange-Müller certainly looks like becoming  
better known following the resurgence of this splendid work.

The performers for the Liverpool concert will be the violin soloist 
Ofer Falk and the Orchestra dell’Arte under their conductor Edward 
Peak. Falk is best known as the recent leader of the Allegri Quartet. 
After twenty years playing in the first violin seat of the Allegri, Ofer 
Falk has decided to move on to pursue other musical avenues. 
Born in Israel in 1967, Falk has forged an enviable position in the 
musical world as a soloist performing worldwide. In addition, he can 
be seen guest-leading the ECO and the SCO and can be heard on 
a variety of CD recordings playing as a member of the Schidlof and 
Falk quartets. Students at the Guildhall School and Trinity College 
where he is Professor of Violin benefit from his tuition. 

The Orchestra dell’Arte and Edward Peak are now in their fourth 
season as orchestra-in-residence at St George’s Hall. Their brief on 
taking up this position was that there should be a strong element of 
music education in each concert. During their time at St George’s, 
Peak and the ODA have presented a wide range of music at their 
concerts. In their first season, performed in the Great Hall, the  
programmes showcased one of the world’s most remarkable  
instruments, the gigantic concert organ of ‘Father’ Henry Willis. At 
one time the largest of its type in the world, the St George’s Willis 
featured thunderously in Saint-Saëns’ Third Symphony, melodiously in 
Elgar’s The Music Makers and thrillingly in Walton’s Crown Imperial.

The following season, performed in the sumptuous surroundings 
of St George’s smaller Concert Room, had the genius of Mozart as 
its centrepiece. As well as symphonies, overtures and concertos by 
Wolfgang Amadeus, the giants on whose shoulders Mozart stood 
and who influenced his writing were not forgotten. In turn, those 
who came later and were themselves inspired by him were well 
represented. Subsequent seasons have continued a natural  
progression through the classical period and the orchestra is  
currently exploring the beginnings of romantic chromaticism.  

Soloists appearing with Edward Peak and the Orchestra dell’Arte 
have	been	stellar,	including	Stephen	Hough	(Liszt	Piano	Concerto	
No	1),	Sacha	Rattle	(Weber	Clarinet	Concerto	No	2)	and	Wolfgang	
David	(Mendelssohn	Violin	Concerto).

In Edward Peak, the orchestra is fortunate in having a sure hand 
at the helm as their conductor; for 30 years Peak was on the  
books of the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra. During that 
time he was a performer in the double bass section, but also  
conducted the orchestra on many occasions in concerts ranging 
from pure symphonic programmes via opera and ballet to light 
music. He is particularly well used to presenting ideas to audiences 
through his work in radio and television, making programmes on 
arts-related issues. 

As a musicologist, Edward Peak has edited and arranged music 
across a wide spectrum, including reconstructing lost scores by 
members of the Strauss family. Many works by the Viennese 
Strauss family are still not performable in their original versions as 
the intention of the brothers was to destroy the entire family archive 
at what they saw as the end of the dynasty. Fortunately, easy piano 
versions for most of the output are in existence and Peak and a 
team of editors have been reconstructing some of the missing 
scores over the last few decades. These have been incorporated 
into the Naxos Complete Editions.

The Violin Concerto by Lange-Müller proved a tricky one to  
programme as all attempts to source a set of orchestral parts 
failed. After much searching and many emails and international 
phone calls later, a handwritten score was discovered bearing the 
stamp	of	a	Danish	archive.	Using	this	as	source	material,	Edward	
Peak has completely reconstructed a new version of the full score 
and in the process removing many transcription errors. As well as 
correcting wrong notes, this included fixing inconsistencies of  
phrasing, co-ordinating missing and inaccurate dynamic markings, 
and rewriting the brass parts into standard modern transpositions.

The result is a new performance version of an immensely  
tuneful, accessible and warmly musical work and the performance 
on	23	April	in	Liverpool	could	well	be	the	first	UK	performance	of	
Lange-Müller’s most amiable music. Hopefully, the availability of a 
new, immaculate and accurate set of parts will help to propel the 
concerto into the mainstream repertoire of soloists and major  
symphony orchestras both here and abroad in years to come.

Further information about the performance at St George’s 
Hall on 23 April from dellarte.co.uk

Scandinavian Resonances at St George’s
                                                                                By John Cunningham  

Edward Peak conducting Orchestra dell’Arte with Stephen Hough St George’s Hall – February 2016

Ofer Falk
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T A P S
TILING AND PLUMBING SERVICES

TELEPHONE: 0151 353 1348 or 07966 448606
Email: taps.hughes@yahoo.co.uk • www.tilingandplumbingservices.co.uk

T.A.P.S provide a stress free service for the design, 
source, supply and fit of customised and bespoke  

bathrooms designed to reflect your individual needs.

BATHROOM FITTING • TILING • PLUMBING
PLASTERING • WETROOMS • DECORATING

HESWALL CARPETS
DISCOUNT FLOORING CENTRE

FREE UNDERLAY
AND FREE FITTING
ON ALL CARPETS

208 Pensby Road, Heswall, CH60 7RJ (opposite Sainsburys)

Telephone: 0151 342 0008

Gates, fences, gutters cleaned, repaired or renewed.
Fascias and conservatories cleaned.

Brickwork repointing and all aspects of building work.

Tel: 648 1916
www.wirralpointing.com

BOB’S
HOME MAINTENANCE

NOW SEMI-RETIRED
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2 Broadway
Higher Bebington 

CH63 5NH

Tel: 608 7822

152 Wallasey Road
Liscard 

CH44 2AF

Tel: 630 1115

8 Rocky Lane
Heswall 

CH60 0BY

Tel: 348 4083

OPEN
7 DAYS
8.30am-6.30pm

Follow us on Facebook  
and Twitter for news  

and special offers

Large Private Car Park

Home Visit Service

24hr Emergency Service 
(For Registered Clients)

Search Facebook for
Broadway Veterinary Surgery

Twitter
@BroadwayVets

Is you dog at risk?
• Potentially fatal condition
• Increasing across the UK
• Recent cases on the Wirral
• Treatment is difficult 
• Prevention is easy

IN THE NEWS: LUNGWORM

Call in today to find out how to protect your dog

The	UK’s	only	lung	cancer	charity	is	on	the	hunt	for	127	people	
from Heswall and the surrounding areas to join their team to take 
part in the annual Wirral Coastal Walk, to help highlight how many 
people	are	diagnosed	with	the	biggest	cancer	killer	in	the	UK	every	
single day.

The walk takes place on Sunday 18th June 2017, and starts at 
Seacombe Ferry Terminal. Following a stunning 15-mile coastal 
route, the fun event ends with live music at Thurstaston Country 
Park, with completion points at mile 4 and 10, making it open to  
all ages and abilities.

Last year, Roy Castle Lung Cancer Foundation were pleased to be 
joined by lung cancer survivor, Pat Tollady. 

Pat was diagnosed with Stage 1A non-small cell lung cancer in 
April 2015. Fortunately, she was eligible for surgery to remove the 
affected lobe. She is now cancer free.

“I was aware of Roy Castle Lung Cancer Foundation but, until  
having lung cancer myself, had left the fundraising and raising 
awareness to others. I’m happy to be on board now though,  
promoting the Foundation whenever I can.

“The Wirral Walk was my first fundraising event. About 20 of my 
family and friends walked with me – which was amazing. I have 
been friends with some of them for over 27 years. I am so blessed 
to have them in my life.” 

Community Fundraiser for Roy Castle Lung Cancer Foundation, 
Emma Newnes, explained “More than 42,000 people are  
diagnosed with lung cancer each year and, shockingly, almost  
70% of those people will not survive their first year, largely because 
of late diagnosis. As a charity, we are frustrated by these facts and 
work tirelessly to campaign, raise awareness and fundraise. 

“It is really important for us to start making people aware of the 
statistics and the Wirral Walk is a great opportunity for Heswall  
residents to help us do just that. As well as raising awareness, the 
walk is also a great day out for people and pets of all ages and 
proved to be really popular with all participants last year.”

Since the first walk took place in 1986 involving just a few  
hundred eager participants, the family-friendly event has increased 
in size every year with around 2,500 walkers taking part in 2016. 
130 people took part for the charity in last year’s event and raised 
over £10,000. 
For those wishing to enter and raise money for a good cause, 
please visit www.roycastle.org/wirralwalk for registration and 
full details.

Roy Castle Lung Cancer Foundation appeals for 127 Heswall 
residents to join campaign and put their best foot forward
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THE NEW VASTLY INCREASED

PROBATE FEES TAX
IS UNJUST & PUNITIVE

ALL AGREE THAT IT WILL 
INCREASE EVERY YEAR

YOU CAN AVOID THIS NEW 
HARSH TAX 100% LEGALLY BY 
SETTLING YOUR HOME INTO

A FAMILY TRUST
DRAWN UP BY OUR TRUST  
SPECIALIST BARRISTERS

DON’T BE CAUGHT 
NAPPING!!

Fully certified lasting powers of attorney
including all registration documents

£99 single £175 couple
(excluding OPG registration fees)

Our fees include 2 home visits and VAT

FOR AN INFO PACK CALL

0845 052 2757
www.wirralestateplanning.co.uk

Call Mike Barnes at Wirral Estate 
Planning on 0845 052 2757 

Visit our website: 
www.wirralestateplanning.co.uk
Email: info@wirralestateplanning.co.uk

Having the right will in place is very important these days to  
ensure that your main assets are protected and that the maximum 
possible will eventually pass to your children and grandchildren.

We all know that many thousands of homes have to be sold each year 
to pay for long-term care home fees. Such fees are always burdensome 
and could easily exceed £700 per week. 

You	can	ensure	that	your	home	and	other	assets	like	cash	and	 
valuables cannot be lost and are protected by writing protective asset 
trusts into your wills, or by setting up an asset protection trust.

All our wills and trusts are drafted by our nationally acclaimed wills 
and trusts barristers, Messrs Spicer Finch Ltd, so you have complete 
peace of mind, knowing that you have the best protective documents 
in place.

Lasting Powers of Attorney for Health and Welfare and Property and 
Affairs are the other vitally important documents to have in place during 
later life. We can prepare these for you at the lowest prices available 
today: £175 single person for both, and just £299 for couples, for all 
four. These prices include VAT and home visits.

Have you protected yourself with
a lasting power of attorney?

The sad fact is that 94% of over 65s have not!

The	over	65s	are	now	rapidly	approaching	a	staggering	25%	(that’s	15	
million)	of	the	UK	population,	and	it	is	an	age	at	which	we	should	be	 
thinking of protecting ourselves and our families by putting lasting  
powers of attorney and wills in place.

Around 65% of over 65s do not have wills; however, a staggering 94% 
have not put lasting powers of attorney in place! In fact just over one 
million lasting powers of attorney have been registered, since their 
inception in 2007, covering all age groups. Generally, despite there 
having been many press reports of horror stories, many people still 
seem unaware of the necessity to draw up lasting powers of attorney.

The Mental Capacity Act 2005 states that should you have some 
form	of	incapacity	(permanent	or	temporary)	which	prevents	you	from	
looking after your day-to-day affairs – then you must have attorneys in 
place. If you have a registered lasting power of attorney in place, then 
all is well and those attorneys can act immediately, without further fuss.

If you have such an incapacity with no power of attorney in place then 
there is an extremely onerous, complex and very expensive procedure 
for your family or close friends to undertake. This involves making  
application to the Court of Protection by family or friends. This complex 
process can take over six months and costs can easily exceed £2,000, 
with no guarantees of success!

Should you have no family or friends able or willing to undertake the 
rigours of such an application, then indeed there is a much worse  
case scenario that can occur. The court has the power to immediately 
appoint attorneys for you, called deputies. These deputies will take  
full control of your finances and divert your pensions to themselves. 
Your	bank	account	will	be	closed	and	cheque	books,	bank	and	credit	
cards cancelled.
Your	appointed	deputies	can	be	a	solicitor,	an	accountant	and	even	

the County Council official and this worst case scenario is when it  
becomes wickedly expensive. They will charge £800 per year before 
they do anything and they charge for every single transaction they  
undertake on your behalf. Costs and charges can easily exceed 
£3,000 per year. There is even a final ‘winding up’ fee of £290  
when	you	die.	You	have	been	warned!
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Shelf Indulgence is a book column from award-winning 
Wirral novelist, Margaret Murphy, who also pens 
forensic thrillers as A.D. Garrett. In this regular feature, 
Margaret recommends two books across a range of 
styles and genres and a mixture of new and old. 

HALLUCINATIONS by Oliver Sacks 
Picador, 2013, ISBN-13: 978-1447208266

Covering aspects as diverse as epileptic seizures and 
out-of-body experiences, through to post-traumatic 
stress	disorder	(PTSD),	Oliver	Sacks,	who	was	a	 
professor of neurology, turns his exceptional eye on 
the phenomenon of hallucinations. Far from being  
the exclusive province of the disordered mind, Sacks 
describes hallucinations as “an essential part of 
human experience”. Most of us hallucinate at some 
time: a voice we might hear calling our name in an 

empty house, the feeling of being watched, but turning, find that we  
are entirely alone. Sacks even describes his own experiences of  
drug- and fever-induced hallucinations, as well as those caused by 
migraine attacks.

The intense curiosity he had in all neurological phenomena, from the 
mundane to the frighteningly bizarre, was always moderated by  
compassion and respect. A pitch-perfect communicator, he made 
science accessible to the lay reader, while including new research into 
important areas such as the treatment of ‘phantom limb’ disorder.

Hallucinations is studded with gorgeous gems, such as the ‘autoscopic 
double’, experienced by such historical figures as Linnaeus and Guy de 
Maupassant – who saw mirror images of themselves doing everyday 
things: sitting in a chair, picking a flower. It is common knowledge that 
Charles Darwin was pushed into publishing On the Origin of Species  
after receiving a letter from Alfred Russel Wallace, outlining his theory  
of natural selection. But how many would know that Wallace’s version 
of the theory was conceived during the delirium of malarial fever?

Sacks once said the brain “is the most incredible thing in the universe”. 
This highly recommended book is all the proof you need.

Margaret’s latest A.D. Garrett novel, Truth Will Out is out now..

Connect with Margaret @crimin8 and @adgarrett1 on Twitter, and 
at www.adgarrett.com 

MYSTIC RIVER by Dennis Lehane 
Bantham, 2006, ISBN-13: 978-0553818246

Dennis Lehane has it all: elegant prose and gripping 
action. He can create a memorable character with 
a few strokes of the pen; his dialogue can make 
you laugh out loud, or it can flood you with emotion 
that grabs you by the throat and will not let go.   

With Mystic River, Lehane is at the height of his 
powers. He understands what violence does to 
victims and those who investigate it, the skill and 
courage to make his readers feel, but he never 
confuses sentiment with sentimentality. He builds 

tension till it crackles like static before a storm, yet you never get the 
sense that he is using writerly tricks. In Lehane’s writing the aftermath 
of violent crime doesn’t merely extend for weeks or months, but for an 
entire lifetime. He writes about loving families and destructive families, 
and the effect that one can have on the other. Mystic River is his best 
to date.

Shelf 
Indulgence

By Margaret Murphy

Finding the Missing Peace

By Stephen G Baker

In Western culture, we almost take the ability to read for granted!  
Reading is such a basic requirement for life. 

The fact you understand what I am talking about in this article means 
that you can read! Essentially, it means that you can translate the 
squiggles and strokes on the page. If I am incapable of writing well or 
of expressing my ideas then you may read the words, but have no idea 
what I’m trying to say. Therefore, reading with understanding is vital. 

When reading the first 11 verses of the Biblical book of Revelation I 
came across three words that are vital when communicating. They 
are ‘read’, ‘hear’, and ‘keep’. To read means literally to ‘know again’, 
to distinguish between or to recognise. In other words, reading isn’t just 
about looking at the words but understanding and retaining what they 
mean at a deeper level. To hear also has a deeper meaning than just 
hearing sounds, but to listen, to understand and to attend to. The last 
word, keep, has the idea of watching, guarding from, keeping your eye 
on and preserving the information. 

These ideas can be applied to any genre of reading material, but they do 
have special significance in the context in which they were written. The 
Bible, which I refer to as God’s Word, brings a message to humanity 
that is of immense significance and demands reading, hearing, and 
keeping in the truest sense of the words. 

Here is a Bible verse that shows the significance of hearing God’s Word 
and the mortal danger of ignoring it. 

John 5:24

“Truly, truly, I say to you, whoever hears my word and believes him 
who sent me has eternal life. He does not come into judgement, but  
has passed from death to life.”

One of the dangers of technological advancement, and there are many 
advantages, is that people are lured away from reading. Gene Edward 
Veith in his excellent book Reading Between the Lines, says: “The habit 
of reading is absolutely critical today, particularly for Christians. As 
television turns our society into an increasingly image-dominated  
dominated culture, Christians must continue to be people of the Word. 
When we read, we cultivate a sustained attention span, an active 
imagination, a capacity for logical analysis and critical thinking, and a 
rich inner life. Each of these qualities, which have proven themselves 
essential to a free people, is under assault in our TV-dominated culture. 
Christians, to maintain their Word-centred perspective in an image-driven 
driven world, must become readers.” Veith’s book was written in the 
television era, but the same principles apply in the internet age.

I appeal to you to read widely and, in particular the Bible. It will be your 
salvation as far your mind on this earth is concerned and, I pray, it will 
be the means of your eternal well-being and salvation through faith in 
Jesus Christ. 

www.findingthemissingpeace.blogspot.co.uk

www.seekthetruth.org.uk
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I make no excuses for being passionate 
about endeavouring to run an efficient  
Auction Rooms together with my colleagues, 
all of whom are highly ethical in their  
approach to business practices. We all  
put in very long hours and nothing is too 
much trouble for us to serve the needs of 
the community. 

We are justly proud of our reputation for 
being approachable and treating our clients 
as we would like to be treated ourselves. It 
is a constant task we have undertaken and 
maybe, sadly, a little unusual these days 
in a fast-changing world – ‘People before 
Profit’ is not a bad rule by which to work! 
The client comes first and we do work  
hard to achieve high prices at auction for 
our clients! 

I do like to collect good stories about 
people I have met in life and I have many. 
Some years ago, a late friend of mine in 
Caldy politely refused a knighthood. He 
explained that his charitable works were to 
benefit the poor people for which he cared 
and not for self-aggrandisement, if there is 
such a word, or – if you like – social status! 

The short life of the poet Henry Kirke 
White	(1785–1806),	is	worth	examining	at	
some point. He wrote the lines “Great thy 
Strength, if great thy need” in the hymn Oft 
in Danger Oft in Woe. Inspirational indeed.

Coincidences seem to happen to me 
quite regularly. First I meet an old friend 
whom I have not seen for years when at the 
cheese section in the supermarket and then 
encounter him three times in the street the 
following week!

A few weeks ago I was invited to examine 
a portrait of Luke Hogan who was the first 
Irish-born Lord Mayor of Liverpool and 
served from 1945–46 at the end of WWll; 
he also practised as a solicitor in the city. 
The artist was Stanley Reed who taught me 
and Sir Paul McCartney – I hasten to add, 
the subject was actually art, and the  
appreciation of same at the Liverpool  
Institute High School for Boys founded in 
1825. Stanley Reed was taught and guided 
by the well-known artist, William Charles 
Penn. We had no idea that Stan, as we 
called him, was such an accomplished  
portrait painter. The original oil sketch for 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
this portrait of Luke Hogan is held by the 
Williamson Art Gallery in Oxton, Birkenhead. 
It would be nice if we could find a benefactor 
who was able to acquire the finished portrait 
and donate it to the Williamson to take its 
rightful place with Stanley Reed’s sketch, 
both of which are illustrated here. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Another visit to a Wirral property unearned 
a picture simply titled ‘A Cheshire Footpath’ 
but it had extremely good composition and 
perspective depth. The artist in this case 
was	the	great	John	Finnie	(1829–1907).	
Space does not allow me to list all the 
accolades bestowed upon John Finnie. He 
belonged to many of the renowned Victorian 

art academies and exhibited widely in the 
UK	and	France.	Finnie	was	also	Headmaster	
and Art Master at the Liverpool Institute 
School from 1855–96! It was then known 
as the Mechanics Institute and School of 
Art. It was referred to in one of William 
Brown’s speeches as “Enabling the education 
of the boys of the humble classes”. I will 
leave you to think about that!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I have also discovered another picture of 
an extremely generous benefactor to  
Liverpool Cathedral who was wearing a  
Liverpool Institute old boys’ tie! But this 
story will wait until the next issue! 

Prince Bira of Siam, Juan Manuel Fangio, 
Mike Hawthorn, Stirling Moss, Niki Lauda 
and Michael Schumacher are a few of the 
great names in Formula One motor racing of 
the last 80 years or so. Along with them on 
those dangerous early circuits, driving cars 
that offered little protection, was Les Leston 
– not a name that readily springs to mind, 
but easier to remember than his real name 
of Alfred Lazarus Fingleston. Born in 1930, 
Les was a former jazz musician, innovator 
and an army surplus trader to raise money 
for his dream of being a top racing driver – 
a true genius polymath! Self-funded by his 
trading skills in the early days, Les Leston 
raced successfully in the F1 championships 

With Cato Crane Valuers & Auctioneers and John Crane Fine Art

All Things Auctioneering

Alderman Luke Hogan Lord Mayor of Liverpool 1945-46

1903 painting of John Finnie

By John Finnie

By Stanley Reed – Art Teacher at Liverpool institute

Castell Dinas Bran – by William Charles Penn
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for the Connaught Engineering team and 
developed the design and manufacture 
of fireproof racing suits for drivers, saving 
many lives. Drivers trapped in crashed and 
burning racing cars accounted for much 
loss of life in the early days on the motor 
circuits. Leston also designed and marketed 
car accessories and no smart 1960s Mini or 
Austin Healey Sprite was complete without 
a Les Leston wood-rimmed replacement 
steering wheel or a ‘boy-racer’ without his 
Leston string-backed driving gloves. Ah... 
nostalgia is a wonderful thing!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
His range of products was enormous, with 
many different designs for each product.

Cato Crane recently sold a Les Leston 
steering wheel, brought in to our Heswall 
Valuation Office, from an Avanti sports car, 
together with lots of automobile old  
headlamps, badge bars and badges, a  
pistol grip spotlight from a 1955 Singer 
Gazelle, which made top money together 
with several car bonnet mascots. Internet 
bidding was extremely brisk! 

Now here’s your opportunity. Visit our 
Heswall office, for Valuations Consultations 
on jewellery, silver, good pictures, toys, 
militaria and good collectibles. Please 
telephone to book a consultation time to 
avoid waiting on 0151 342 2321. We are 
still searching for the £1,000,000 Chinese 
Vase! So steer a course to Heswall and be 
first past the chequered flag!

Nearly finally; a tale of two robes, or in  
the real world outside the confines of the 
auction rooms, wardrobes! Two distinct 
styles, 100 years apart and both doing  
the same job. Which one would you or  
your children or their children choose to 
own nowadays?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

It is all a question of desirability, re-invented 
fashion and good taste; I will leave that 
decision to you!

Our three-day Valuation Event in Heswall 
was a great success and provided many 
discoveries, which I will share with you in 
the future. 

Our Heswall office is at 48 The Mount and 
is open every Friday morning by appointment 
and during the week by appointment.  
Telephone our office in Liverpool  
0151 799 5559 when Anna will make an 
appointment for you, or call me direct on 
0151 342 2321. Our website is  
CatoCrane.co.uk or 5cvc.co.uk 

And follow us on Twitter @catocrane 
where you can follow my journeys of  
discovery! Thank you for joining my passion 
for my work by reading my articles. More 
adventures in the next issue. Bye for now.

Fine Victorian ‘robe’ c1870 maker unknown

G-plan c1970

Steering wheel

Heswall office
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On then to the AGM. Seventy-four members attended; quite good, 
if one considers the overall membership at that time. We only get 
about as many attending now with over 500 members; food for 
thought there. The Chairman read the proposition and invited  
discussion, which the minutes record as “lengthy”. An amendment 
was proposed by Mr W Bull and seconded by Mr E Ball, that a 
special committee be formed to explore the possibilities of bar 
facilities, and report back in some three to six months time to an 
extraordinary meeting. Voting was 10 in favour and 30 against, so 
the amendment was not carried. Voting on the original proposition 
was 40 in favour and 21 against, so the proposition was carried. 
Sounds easy enough, doesn’t it? But I can assure you it didn’t feel 
easy. Those against were very vociferous in expressing their sincerely 
held views, and I found myself, as one who had given much study 
of the options and alternatives, getting to my feet quite often to 
answer arguments and correct misconceptions, which annoyed one 
gentlemen	who	wanted	to	know	who	the	hell	I	thought	I	was.	Yes!	
I know who it was. Another gentlemen said afterwards to me that 
I had bulldozed it through. Was it meant as a compliment? I don’t 
know, but truth to tell I felt as if it was me who had been bulldozed.

Remember, this was an AGM at which voting of officers takes 
place. Ivor Rutherford did not stand for re-election, and no other 
nominations were put forward for Chairman, leaving the Chair  
vacant for the coming year.

At the first Management meeting following the AGM of 1980, Mrs 
D Milnes took the chair to deal with matters arising, etc., and on to 
AOB, at which point they all pleaded with me to take the Chair. This 
was something I was very reluctant to do; it had never been an  
ambition of mine, but as seconder of the proposition for the bar, I 
did feel an obligation to the Centre and its members. I felt trapped, 
and as a consequence I was unjustifiably rough in my response, 
and insisted that if I did accept the responsibility I would expect 
100% support, and this they immediately and unanimously  
promised to give. I must clearly state here and now, that this  
promise was kept, and I could not have wished for more  
wholehearted support. I must also point out here that Jack Mann, 
who was on the Committee, had been in opposition to the  
proposal, but changed his mind, and proved to be as supportive as 
all the rest. We took immediate action to establish a subcommittee 
to investigate and consider what we were embarking upon. This  
subcommittee was as follows: Frank Nicholson, George Bowes,  
Don Collister, Ken Bryce and Jack Mann. 
In	February	(1981)	we	had	a	tentative	offer	of	a	£10,000	 

interest-free loan from Whitbreads, subject to the approval of their 
Board. In order to proceed, it was necessary to procure registration 
of the premises under the Licensing Act for the sale of intoxicating 
liquor, and in consequence that required some alterations to the 
Constitution of the Centre, to comply with the Act as it applied to 
Registered Clubs. Therefore a Special General Meeting was called 
to submit the proposed alterations to the members; a meeting of 
54 people who voted 32 in favour, with 14 against and 2  
abstained. One of the required changes was the need to form a 
Wine Committee, and the rule which now applies was written  
almost verbatim from the Act. For reasons of an event that took 
place at the beginning of 1990, I felt I must stress the rule about 
the Wine Committee, which required that it should consist of not 
less than five and not more than seven members, with two  
members retiring annually, in rotation, and replacements to be 
voted for by the membership at the AGM – I wish to stress that  
this was a legal requirement. Had this rule been obeyed in spirit 
and letter, the unfortunate “event” of early 1990 could not  
have happened.

Part seven of A History of Thingwall 
Recreation Centre – a personal 

memoir by the late Frank Nicholson

Our Heswall Lifestyle column is brought to you by 
local Personal Trainer and Fitness Queen founder, 
Hayley Lundy. Our column aims to educate,  
motivate and inspire our readers to keep active 
and lead a healthy lifestyle.

So	you	want	to	reduce	belly	fat?	You’ve	tried	everything,	but	you	just	
can’t seem to shift it? Well this blog is just for you! If you’re someone 
who stores fat evenly throughout your body, the first step is to follow 
clean	eating	and	get	some	exercise	(I	can	help	you	with	that).	

Ok, so why can belly fat be so stubborn to shift? And what can you do? 
What can be stopping you if you have tried everything without success? 

Your	problem	may	be	due	to	stress.	These	days	we	have	long	periods	
of stress that result in our cortisol being spiked! Cortisol is an important 
hormone, but it has been termed ‘the stress hormone’ as it is secreted 
in higher levels during stress. High cortisol levels can result in your body 
storing fat around the waist area. 

If you’re looking for a quick and simple way to shift the bulge, then 
reducing the stresses placed on your body may be the answer! 

So what are the things that could be causing you stress without you even 
realising it’s happening?

Highly stressful job – this may be hard to address, so getting time to 
relax and unwind may help reduce the stress. 

Juggling work and children – again, getting some ‘downtime’, or having 
some ‘me time’, as well as looking at dietary choices may help.

Emotional worry or stress – ‘mindset work’ would be helpful, alongside 
some relaxation activity of choice.

Stay hydrated – being dehydrated puts stress on the body so ensure 
you keep hydrated.

Reduce caffeine – if you stop you will suffer headaches for sure, so 
reduce your intake over the space of a week if you usually drink a lot! 

Cut out alcohol – sorry to be a killjoy, but alcohol puts too much stress 
on the liver so it needs to be cut out for a period! I find that when I set 
clients a 21-day challenge, they find it achievable and it helps form 
new habits. Alcohol results in ‘bear belly’, so it’s just going to slow your 
progress. If you use alcohol to relax, try an alternative just until you see 
improvement. 

Smoking – again this puts a big stress in the body so may be hindering 
your progress!

Food sensitivity – try to avoid foods that don’t agree with you. If your 
body reacts in a negative way to certain foods it will not be helping you 
on your way to a reduced waistline. Signs are: heartburn, bloating,  
nausea, and fatigue. 

Sleep – lack of sleep is something people don’t consider when looking 
to reduce fat! Everyone is different when it comes to ways of improving 
sleep, so I’d take the time to unwind and de-stress close to bedtime and 
look into options for relaxation. 

To combat stress, meditation and yoga are both fantastic – they will help 
you manage the things that stress you out, and get you feeling relaxed. 
Personally I struggle to find time to chill out as I love feeling energised, 
but I have seen at first hand how these help transform clients who  
are dealing with stress. I believe you can get an app that does  
mini-meditation sessions, so maybe give that a whirl.

Obviously you may not be able to change everything straight away and 
some life circumstances cause us stress that we can’t avoid, so just wait 
until the time is right to set out a plan. I’d recommend setting a 21-day 
or 6-week plan, depending on your lifestyle, etc. I can help you through 
one-to-one coaching or on one of my personal training programmes, so 
get in touch if you have any questions or want to know more about how I 
can help you reach your goals! Success rate is much higher with the right 
guidance.	You	can	contact	me	today	via	the	details	shown	below.  

W: www.thefitnessqueen.co.uk

E: hayley@thefitnessqueen.co.uk 

F: fitness queen • T: @fitnessqueenuk

I: hayley_lundy • Mob: 07735470326
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CARS BOUGHT
• Local Wirral Service
• FREE valuation (no obligation)

• FREE collection
• Established 25 years

9 Mill Hill Road, Irby, Wirral CH61 4UB

TELEPHONE: 0151 648 5488
www.irbymotor.co.uk

Does your car need an MOT?

FREE
COLLECTION AND DELIVERY

There are car dealers, and then, there 
are car dealers! Established for over 

two decades, Irby Motors are car 
dealers on the Wirral you can trust.




